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Garmisch-Partenkirchen area in south- 

ern Bavaria. Their handcraft—violins ~ 

from the ‘roof of a Munich church, or- : 

naments and utensils from shell cas. 

ings, wood and horn carvings—was 

put on display recently. An account 

of the refugees' work exhibition be- 
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Town-Hall Meetings—403 public fo- violated the conditions of his parole ments did not include certain British j 

tums and town-hall meetings took and been reconfined. and US Army scrap materials, STEG © 

place in rural Hessian communities Foreign News Coverage—DENA, the contracts or war booty. Of the total 
during February. This heightened in- Yg-licenseqd German news agency, is amount, the United Kingdom received a 

terest in open discussion of local and preparing to open news bureaus in $5,394,601 worth, and the United ~ 

world issues has been implemented New York or Washington, Rome, States $4,076,975. 4 

by club activities, libraries and film Vienna, Paris and Brussels with Grain Delivery Incentive—To sti- 

exhibitions sponsored by Military funds allocated out of the proceeds ulate grain collections and ease | 

Government in Hesse. One out of of German exports. The DENA  jivestock fodder shortages, approxi- 
every five Hessian villages has been bureaus will operate on a pool basis mately 250,0000 tons of Marshall Plan 
holding at least one free discussion with bureaus to be set MpomvofMeree corniwmill bea dishibuted sto German — 

meeting a month. countries by DPD, the British-licensed farmers in the Bizone, according to 

Parole System Effective—Approxi- German news agency, so that news BICO. Under the new incentive plan 
mately 270 applications for parole originating in any of the 10 bureaus 4 farmer may buy for his own use 
and commutation of sentence from will be available to both DENA and ne ton of corn for every two tons _ 
ptisoners sentenced by MG courts in DPD clients. of grain collected over and above 
Bremen have been granted by the Scrap Metal Exports—Export ship- 80 percent of his yearly quota; those” 
German and MG parole boards since ments of iron and steel scrap from who have fulfilled their quota may 
their establishment in August, OMG the Bizone under commercial con- purchase one ton of corn for each 
Bremen announced. During this period tract amounted to $10,056,067 during additional ton of grain delivered 
none of the paroled prisoners has 1948, JEIA announced. These ship- above their quota. Bipartite officials 

said that-the plan was designed tog 
oe 25 oe - halt the practice of feeding vitally 

oT = - —rr—=™C — — - __ needed bread grains to livestock. i 

: | Was wi rde- sein, wenn wir llein von unserer eigenen | Musical Instruments Exported—Near- i 
1 -_landwirtschaffliche: SEE Nounletien Abe a ly $1,000,000 worth of accord 

— . —  . . — — a a. and harmonicas producec by the 
- Anteil der USA-Hilfe an den wichtigsien  . Hohner firm in the French Zone were — i ——“—O—O_ ‘ ’ —rrrr—C—“— Ne Lo. _ Cs o : ction Pane Canada, during the past year. y 

le ee _—COséiPrtisco ‘Cells. Walting—-For the final — i=fe..- i(j{00000 $$, == time since 1946 th ty cells _ fe io . | 625, GS yo L time since ) there are empty ¢ | 
. — ay 2 es oe c Po in German prisons, according to a 
i. Zucker ee _=1300g 44 , | recent OMGUS prisons branch report 

CC ——rt—‘“i_O . sek | | which states that the present US Zo e 
| Nur durch vermehrte Ausfuhr und gesteigerte Eigen- ___ prison population is only 90 percent 
| __erzeugung kénnen wir unsere Erndhrung verbessern! | of capacity. Mr. Edgar M. Gerlach, 
a i... Ce OMGUS clemency official, credited 

——— |! the decline to Christmas amnesties and 
: :  . to action of German parole boards in- 

Every German in the Bizonal Area had the above reminder on the back of his toduced in 1947 under the demecrati- 
ration card this month that a sizeable portion of his three principal foods came _Zation program of US Military Gov- 
trom the United States. Translation: ernment. The prison population of 
What would happen if we had to live solely on our agricultural production? the US Zone at the end of 1948 
Portion of US aid in the most important foodstuffs: totaled 22,600. i 

Monthly ration: Pct. from USA: i 
Bread. 22 Ibs 64% Livestock Epidemic Declines—The ~ 

pee ce ee os first decline in the incidence of — Sugar. . 3.3 Ibs 4h % : s j 
Only by greater exports and increased domestic production can we improve our standard | Hesse’s hoof and mouth epidemic has 
of living! (Continued on page 23) 
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Political Pieture — 
. . 

— — Two Parties Vie for Control 

ESTERN GERMANY today is Article Three outstanding, controversial 

W nearer to achieving the two- by John Elliott issues divide the two major parties. 

party system than this country has These questions are first, federal 

ever been in its history. has a decisive superiority over its supremacy versus states’ rights; 

Two political goliaths bestride the eats second, socialism versus capitalism; 

political landscape west of the Elbe. The SPD is strongest in the urban and third, planned economy versus 

They are the Social Democratic Party centers, It is the largest party in the the free market. The SPD naturally 

(SPD) and the Christian Democratic sates of Hesse, Schleswig-Holstein, stands _for the first mentioned 

Union (CDU) plus its Bavarian af- Lower Saxony, Bremen, and Hamburg, alternative on all three of these 

filiate, the Christian Social Union éneh of which has a socielist as its issues. 2a answers that western 

(CSU). Together these two parties’ 1.444 of government. Germany will give to these questions 

represent approximately 70 percent The CDU, on the other hand, polls will in large part be framed by 

of the voters of western Germany. its largest vote in the rural areas. whether the SPD or the CDU ob- 

They are between them largely However, due largely to its Roman {nS @ a tee base 
shaping the constitution that is mow Catholic following in the Rhineland, liamentary election. 

being drafted for the western German it jg the biggest party in North oe STRUGGLE concerning the 

state at Bonn. And if this basic law Rhine-Westphalia in which the key distribution of governmental 

is completed and ratified, these two Ruhr industry is located. It also leads = powers between the union and the 

major parties will largely mould the the field in all three states of the states has been going on vigorously 

destinies of the second German french zone—Rhine-Palatinate, South at Bonn ever since the Parliamentary 

tepublic in its early years. Baden and Wuerttemberg-Hohen- Council began its deliberations on 

oe HISTORY of German politics Zollern—and in Wuerttemberg-Baden. Sept.1. This struggle has crystallized 

throughout 1948 was to a great Its Bavarian affiliate, the CSU, has in two main points. 

extent determined by the rivalries of a Clear majority in the parliament of The first of these is whether the 

the SPD and the CDU. Both of them that state. second chamber should be a senate, 

had their eyes firmly glued on the Co AND municipal elections composed of delegates elected by the 

election campaign for the first par- were held in the course of 1948 state parliaments or whether it 

liament of western Germany which jn Bavaria and Hesse in the US zone, should be a Bundesrat (federal coun- 

is expected to be held some time dur- in North Rhine-Westphalia, Schleswig- _ cil), consisting of functionaries hand- 

ing the early summer of 1949. The Holstein and Lower Saxony in the picked by the state governments, and 

party that polls the largest number British zone and in the three states whether the two chambers should 

of votes in that election will presum- of the French zone, The results did have equal powers or whether the 

ably be called upon to take the lead not indicate any great swing of the popular house should be able to 

in forming the first western German public to or from either of the two. override the veto of the “other 

government and will in all probability big parties. In some states their poll place." 

also fill the posts of president and increased and in others it declined, The second controversial point is 

chancellor of the federal union, but, generally speaking, their voting whether the task of raising taxes and 

These two parties are consequently Strength with one notable exception apportioning the revenues between 

now engaged in a nip-and-tuck may be said to have been static, The the union and the states should be 

Struggle for supremacy, On the basis variant to the normal pattern was in in the hands of a federal finance ad- 

of the results of elections held in the Bavaria where the CSU suffered a ministration or whether it should be 

US and British Zones since 1945, the Severe loss, for reasons which are delegated to state agencies. 

SPD and CDU/CSU each received the  ¢xPlained later in this article. Both the two major parties have 

Support of about 35 percent of the On the basis of votes polled in made compromises on these cri- 
Voters, In the French zone, the CDU the state legislature and municipal tical issues in order to make it 

elections held in western Germany possible to reach an agreement 

Mr. Elliott, noted foreign correspon- from 1946 to 1948, the two parties on the constitution. For both par- 
eee Europe for the New York are closely matched, as the following ties realize that if it is to be suc- 

chief of Mirren saiuen’ Haan: table indicates: cessful, the basic law as drafted at 
Civil Administration Division, OMGUS, ‘ SED ENR COD aaar Bonn must have not only a mere 

S recent appointment to the British Zone 4,353,861 3,493,690 : 2 Gok 
ae te of Die Neue Zei- US Zone 2,043,861 2,623,892 arithmetical majority, but must have 

Rewspaper in Germany. ee mage French Zone 572,750 __—«* 984,113 |= the ‘support of the two big parties. 

Total 6,970,472 7,101,695 (Continued on next page) 
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Without the fulfillment of this con- SPD andCDU to reach an agrreement restore order. The labor potas | 

dition, the constitution, even if it on the socialization of the Ruhr culminated ina general strike through- 

were accepted, would be doomed in industry after the western German out the Bizone on Nov. 12 which 

advance to failure. government has been set up. For the passed off quietly and in a 10-point 

pe STRUGGLE for the social- CDU of the British zone at a meeting program drafted by the bizonal trade 3 

ization of industry has been held in Ahlen in February 1947, union eounell which called for the 4 

fought in a number of state legis- oe a Program for the control of restoration of price controls. i 

\atures during the past year, notably e Rubs industry that does not seem This issue of planned economy a 

Pe iissce and “North Rhine-West- to differ widely from that of the SPD. versus _ the free enterpriee, systema 

phalia, Perhaps the most dramatic of In fact the CDU platform drawn up was the subject of a “Lincoln- | 

these preliminary skirmishes took at Ahlen is as outspoken yn its Douglas’* debate at *Bronksurt on 

place last summer in the North Rhine- denunciation of private capitalism as Nov. 14, Before an audience of 14,000, ‘ 

Westphalia legislature at Duesseldorf it is of state ownership. Dr. Erhard and Dr. Erich Noelting, the 

where a bill socializing the heavy The conflict be- ern es secon rams i 
industry of the Ruhr was actually ‘ween these two) _ _f . _ . . — ‘ 
carried by the votes of the SPD, Parties over the _ a 7 _ _ _ 4 
Communist and Center parties over elative merits of eee _ coe _ 

the opposition of the CDU, The @ Planned versus = = =a _—— 7 
Socialist victory was short lasting ®@ free economy — Ee _ 

however, as the British Military @S Carried out in 3 fe q 
Government promptly vetoed the bill, 1948 principally 0 |. . , _ ’ 

The socialization of the heavy in- i the sessions of | |] . , _ j 
dustry of western Germany, including ‘he German Bi- =. oe _ 
the coal, iron, steel and chemical 70Mal Economic = = Ca  . 
industries, will probably figure as Council at Franke = _s _ . ie , CC q 
the main plank in the SPD election furt.In this body = 
program which is now being drafted Prof. Ludwig Ere |. _ - _ j 
by a. committee of 11, headed by hard who is per- 
Dr, Kurt Schumacher, the party chair- haps the out- S Bi  — . S _ : _ 

man, It is interesting to note that standing expo- . ee ris - 

the SPD today demands the social- nent of a free _ -— 8 _ _ _ _ ; 

ization of industry whereas the SPD economy in Ger- — 3 i 
of the Weimar Republic called for the , many today, suc-  ®# a _ _ 
nationalization of big firms, cessfully defied . | _ _ _ 

The two are not synonymous. The all efforts of the  =S—rt—‘“__CrsS—SsS—Ch— —rt—t— 
German railroads, for instance, are SPD to dislodge XN 7 — 

SPD would not turn the coal and and his policies _ >. A | rr. 
steel industries over to the state, but from application. _ _ 4 ~~ ce’ 0 
would invest their ownership and np fact, Dr. Er- pias ca ‘ (DENA) © 
management in a mixed agency, com- hard has remov- Dr. Kurt Schumacher — Social Democratic Party 

posed of Tepresentatives of the state, ed controls ‘with 

the trade unions, the cooperatives a gusto that has somewhat discon- SPD economics minister in North 

and the municipalities. certed some of his more cautions and Rhine-Westphalia, argued with a 

Le REVERSAL of SPD policy is circumspect CDU colleagues. tolerance not too commonly seen in- 

a direct consequence of ‘the Bol- As a consequence, Dr.Erhard has German public life, the case for their 

shevist experiment in Russia, The become a storm center of western espective parties. Their debate is 

consequences of the nationalization Germany today. His economic policies,’ Sure to be continued this spring in” 
of industry in that country which has which were put into effect almost auditoriums and beer halls through- 

led to the creation of a vast state simultaneously with the introduction out western Germany. 
Sureaucracy and the total loss of all of currency reform in June 1948, N** ONLY do these two major 

human freedoms has terrified German _ resulted temporarily at least in soar- parties have sharply clashing 

socialists. In fact, for the time being ing prices. The workers protested in policies, but they are led by out | 

they no longer call for the social- mass demonstrations held in some of — standing politicians of widely div-_ 

ization of small business andthe party the principal cities of western Ger- ergent temperaments and _ political 

has not yet mapped out a clear many, including Stuttgart, Bremen, philosophies, Dr. Kurt Schumacher, ~ 

course of action it will take in regard Mannheim, and Heidelberg. The mani- the head of the SPD, and Dr. Konrad — 

to banks and credit institutions. festation in Stuttgart led to rioting, Adenauer, the chief of the CDU, © 

It may not be so difficult as it in the course of which American dominate the politics of western Ger — 

might appear at first glance for the Military Police were called out to many almost as much as Thomas — 
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Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton coming election campaign. His ab- Bavaria which should ‘be its strong- 

personified two diametrically opposite sence will be a severe blow to the hold. The very fact that its Bavarian 

political creeds in the first decade of | SPD for Dr.Schumacher was probably ally, the Christian Social Union, with 
the American Republic. the most eloquent political orator in characteristic Bavarian stand-offish- 

Seventy-three year old Dr. Ade- Germany today. He still leads his ness, should choose to disassociate 
nauer, scholary, urbane, a man of party with unchallenged authority, itself by carrying a distinct title, is 

deep culture, was for many years the however, as he has done since 1946. symptomatic of the looseness of the 

mayor of Cologne. He is distinctly At the annual SPD convention which tie that binds the two political allies, 

conservative in his outlook on life was held in Duesseldorf last Septem- Pree THERMORE, the CSU which 
and identified with the right wing ber, Dr.Schumacher, although unable until 1946 had a clear majority in 
of his party. to be present because of his illness, Bavaria, is now challenged by a new 

Dr, Schumacher, on the other hand, was reelected with 356 votes out of party, the Bavaria Party, which is 

has the fire and fanaticism of a_ a possible 357, making a strong bid to wrest ‘control 

siege Te SPD has of the state from the older party by 
. =. one distinct eating the drum vigorously on the  . ee —Ss—SsSsCsCCG#advantage +oover“‘; ; : _ . <_< _ advantag issue of state rights. It is led by 

. _ : es . _ - rt cient party head- Bavarian Peoples Party, quit the CSU 

_ + = 7 . . = 9 Old aad Sex? The fact is that the CSU members 
__ 4 — _ . _ _ . perienced organ} from Upper Bavaria are almost in a 

OM FF zation, having state of revolt against the Mueller 
lh _'%9 and having districts provide the principal reser- — >. ___ already survived voir of voting strength for the party, 

— = - | the vicissitudes of their claims are not adequately sat- 
i A | three political re- isfied by the party hierarchy, 

os ; ‘ ‘i gimes. What the advent of the Bavaria 
- r. it ‘ On the con- Party on the political scene means 

- . s x S : - trary, the CDU is to the CSU was illustrated by the 
oe . ee : : a new party. It municipal elections in that state last 
— ‘ oe : may perhaps be April, In that election the CSU poll 
oo i < regarded as the declined from 43.7 percent which it 
a ¢ oS : fe legitimate poli- obtained in 1946 to 20.5 percent, Most 

aaa ve gee (Stars and Stripes) tical heir of the Of its losses represented defections 
Dr. Konrad Adenauer — Christian Democratic Union Catholic Center to the Bavaria Party which got 

Party of the Ho- 15.2 percent of the votes cast. 

Cromwell. Now 54 years old, he, too, _ henzollern Empire and the Weimar Re- Ts POSITION of Dr. Mueller, one 
is a veteran politician of the Weimar _ public. But it has been fundamentally of the chief figures in the re- 
Republic in which he served as a changed because it now includes Prot- sistance movement to Nazism, as 
Socialist member of the Reichstag stants as well as Roman Catholics  jeader of the CSU was badly shaken 
besides being editor of a socialist It is composed of heterogeneous ele- in the last weeks of 1948. He has been 

newspaper. The Nazis were so much ments, it lacks discipline, it has no on bad terms with Dr. Adenauer. In ad- 
cut up by his deftly aimed barbs that formal trizonal organization as yet dition, Dr. Mueller lost prestige by 
when the Hitlerites came into power like its rival, it possesses no central the failure of his campaign to bring 
in 1933, they consigned Dr. Schu- party headquarters and no well-oiled about the dismissal of Dr, Hans 
Macher to a concentration camp. His party machine and has never yet Schlange-Schoeningen as director of 
twelve years’ confinement in a Nazi held an inter-zonal party convention. agriculture, Bizonal Economics Ad- 
Prison seriously impaired his health. Its leader, Adenauer, heads the party _ ministration. Schlange himself is a 
In World War I Dr.Schumacher had by force of personality as primus member of the CDU, but this did ‘not 
lost his tight arm, Last September his inter pares (first among equals) and redeem him in the eyes of the Bava- 
doctors were obliged to amputate his has not been installed in his post by yjans for his refusal to lift controls 
left leg above the knee, formal vote as has his rival. on vital foodstuffs which they sell, 

As a result he most likely will be An example of the weakness of while his colleague, Dr. Erhard, 
unable to take the platform in the the CDU is to be found in (Continued on next page) 
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was blithely lifting restrictions on to the CDU-dependent upon the ful- its delegates conference meeting at © 

industrial goods which the South  fillment of certain conditions. The Oberhausen rejected by 239 to 26 an 

Germans have to buy. Dr. Mueller, SPD spokesman did not define what offer from the CDU to effect a merger 

perceiving a chance to restore his these conditions were, but they un- of the two parties, The rank and file ~ 

waning prestige, opened a campaign doubtedly include an understanding of the Center Party obviously felt 

against Schlange. to socialize the heavy industry of that the CDU was too strongly per- 

Unfortunately for Dr. Mueller, the the Ruhr and the rejection of the meated with the influence of the big 

CDU refused to follow him. At the  Ehardian policy of an absolutely free _ industrialists and landowners to make 

meeting of the Economic Council at economy. a fusion with it desirable. 

Frankfurt ony Degen er 6, Schlange ; ¥ ti The Liberal Party (FDP) is also 

refused to resign and boldly challeng- y : likely to take part in any coalition © 

ed his critics to throw him out of LD . government. It recently closed its ~ 

Reefer. ee gee te — FF = ranks by forming an interzonal or- 
his intention to maintain price con- 2 - ae . - se . ganization at a meeting held’ im 

trols over foodstuffs. The CSU was so - ee | Heppenheim in Hesse ‘on Dec. 11 

taken aback that it ‘did not venture a — - and 12. Dr, Theodor Heuss, scholar, 
to introduce a motion of mon scone . a. AG © 4 orator and statesman, was elected the 
fidence in him, But this dramatic | ;_ 3 chairman of the party. At this meet- 
incident advertised to the world the oe _. ing German liberalism was united for 

auietiny the tanks one CD Ue al . ee : — . é the first time since it divided into — 

A THE parliamentary election ¢ am <4 progressive and conservative wings _ 
ballots have been counted, the Yy Pes back in 1866 in Bismarck’s day. 

possibility of forming a coalition of | e Although a small party, the Liberals ~ 

the SPD and CDU to rule the western ‘ possess an unusually high proportion 

German state and so assure for ita Jf of outstanding men. What it can do 

stable government in its infancy will ~ (PIO OMGUS) is shown by Wuerttemberg-Baden t 

certainly be seriously explored, Her- Dr, Reinhold Maier — FDP where one of its members, Dr. Rein- 

bert Kriedemann, deputy leader of hold Meier, is minister president, © 

the SPD in the Economic Council at } Bs THE EVENT the two major par- although his party represents only ~ 
Frankfurt, has given in an interview ties fail to get together to form a tiny minority of the state legis- 

a general idea of his party's attitude a coalition, the hour will have struck lature, 

for the small parties which between 

them represent about 30 percent of § = 88 880 G8 
: _ the voters of western Germany. These |= ss 

— _ parties have frequently tipped the || Ya . 

_ _ _ scales in deciding critical issues at 3 . a cee s 

-_— 7 Bonn by voting now with one and | - er—™ 4 
| 4D now with the other of the two major — o-- oo 4 

_ oy parties and they will doubtless play : — : i _ _ 
| a similar decisive role in the future | _— : 

_ 2 west German state. They will be ina _ ae i 

en : position to swing one way or the | gg — i 

: other and thus be able to achieve a |) < a i 
number of their demands which they | , 3 

could never get in a direct vote from i 

3 the people. j 

One of tthe parties that will pro- | 3 

(state and Stipes) bably figure in any coalition is the " (DENA) 4 

Max Reimann — KPD Center Party. This group, headed by Alired Loritz — WAV 
Dr. Fritz Stricker, stands between the 

to forming a partnership with the SPD and the CDU. It sides with the The German Party may be rep- ~ 

CDU. He declared that it would be socialists on economic issues, such esented in a coalition government 
the task of the SPD in the Economic 4s socialization of industry, and with jn which the CDU takes the lead. ~ 

Council in the early months of 1949 the CDU on religious and cultural This party is a Hanoverian home ~ 

to win the confidence of the left wing fairs. At Bonn the Center Party ute organization, being almost the ~ 

of the CDU/CSU and so lay the found- Won the day for the supporters of a equivalent in. North Germany of the 

ation for a future coalition of the strong central government by voting Bavaria Party in the state of that 

two big parties, Kriedemann added with the SPD. name. The German Party is an ex- 

that the SPD would make its aban- The leftist tendencies of the Center tremely conservalive group and has — 

donment of its policy of opposition Party were revealed on Jan, 30 when (Continued on page 23) 
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R 4’ 5 | i i | ® H f | 
ght ga dy aoe i Ba) A ® 6D | Refugee Handicraft 

— — Bavarian Group Displays Work 

N THE OUTSKIRTS of the southern Article Friedels's wife set up shop in their 

O Bavarian resort town of Gar- by John A. Biggs one room and, in spite of the acute 

misch-Partenkirchen, the first all- Public Information Office shortages of material; managed to sell 

refugee handicraft show, with 126 OMG Bavaria enough lace doilies, cloths and bed- 

entries, closed its doors the other day spreads to build up their depleted cap- 

after a successful four weeks run in underneath a freight car, featured ital and expand. Soon they were so 

an old barracks formerly used to train shoes and purses made from exquisite far behind in their orders that they 

German artillery officers. feathers. The leftover scraps had been needed additional craftsmen. 
On the material side it was similar converted into lifelike green patent Mrs, Friedel packed her bags and 

to most of the current local exhibi- leather lions and black suede ostriches. went up to Hof, near the German bor- 

tions of handicraft in Germany, limited The former chief engineer of the der. She camped there for weeks, 
as they are by shortages of money Messerschmitt plane factory, now an searching the faces of the long line 

and material. The drama connected impoverished man living in Garmisch, of refugees as they streamed in, look- 
with the show lay behind the scenes. had designed a chromium umbrella ing for former employees, When she 

Few of the exhibitors had been in with four-color pliofilm tops that found one she gave him a note with 
Bavaria more than \two years. Most could be interchanged in a few her Garmisch address on it, intimating 

of them had arrived from the Sudeten- seconds to match the costume of its there was work waiting there for all 

land, East Prussia, Silesia or, in a restau OSS FE REE OOO eee 

ing little more than a briefcase or a 3 | oa rag a ‘ Jo |, 2 _ 
knapsack, expelled from their native 98 9 | | 8 ge) Bir cn — 
land immediately after the war. Some , “ 
of them had built up Jarge businesses « Se - 

which had'given work to hundreds of “ : | - 7 Yy 
persons and carried their reputations : oe o | ] 

all over the world. This show was a ag ee ee ce ao Lm, 
comeback performance, on a very i oo a A ij _ 
fe scale: oo . Lo 
my RAT THE FAIR lacked in quality, hl - L ] pom — 

it made up for in ingenuity and QS a i ia Cy ~ - 
inventiveness. There was a buzz saw ee =, “ ~~ 
that could cut through wood, leather 
or even copper but with a blade so Shell casings pounded into ornaments and utensils 
thin that a child could rest his fingers 
on it while it was in motion without carrier. Refugees had gained the ex- who cared to come. They in turn told 
getting cut. There were complicated Clusive agency of this novelty. olher old employees that the Friedels 

burglar alarms for cars, which went OME OF THE handicraft exhibits were again in business, 

off with a series of bell ringings and had been made in desperation as As aeeasias THE Friedels have more 
Siren shriekings at the slightest jar. a means of livelihood by those with than 200 home workers in their 
There were original designs in furn- too little talent and inadequate ma- organization, most of them persons 
iture, including chairs with elaborately terial) However one or two of the who had worked for them before. 
Carved backs, displays featured craftsmen who, be- They recently signed a contract to ex- 
Some of the innovations had been fore the war, were widely recognized. port their products under the JEIA 

born through necessity like the chair One was the Friedel firm, makers of program. Except for occasional 
that converted into a reasonably com- fine, delicate laces. The Friedels had twinges of homesickness for the green 
fortable bed. There were jewelry and originally built up a business in Karls- valley in which Karlsbad lies and the 
brass coffee pots made from shell and bad, in the Sudetenland, that employed always present problem of shortages, 

Cartridges cases salvaged from Ger- ‘more than 200 persons. When Friedel the Friedels are convinced they are 
man Army supplies; fur coats and and his wife were expelled from over the hump and on their way to 
vanilla wafers, wood carvings andtile Czechoslovakia they made their way recovery. 

table tops. One exhibit, owned by a_ to Garmisch with only a few personal Unfortunately not all new ventures 
man who had left Hungary two years belongings and several lace patterns are ending so successfully. Another 

before wedged into the framework hidden away in a briefcase. (Continued on next page) 
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firm of lace makers arrived in Gar- figure was constructed in such a way Incidentally, these recently-reestab- 
misch about the same time and went that the arms, legs and head could be lished makers of musical _ instru- 
into production immediately. They carved separately and assembled ments have incurred the resentment 
rebuilt their business to a point where later. In this way one woodcarver of another wellknown group, the violin 
they needed 400 home workers, Then could do all hands, another the legs, makers of Mittenwald. They feel that 
currency reform wiped out their cap- a third the body, and a few of the the newcomers are poaching on pre- 
ital and their markets overnight. more skilled craftsmen, including serves that have been exclusively 
Banks showed a reluctance to extend Kuhn, the intricately carved wise old theirs for centuries. From a compe- 
credit, The owner of this particular face of the quaint 19th century figure. _ titive standpoint, the Czechoslovakian 
firm laid off the last of his 400 work- instruments rival the ones made at ~ 
ers during the show because of lack : Mittenwald, situated 12 miles to the 
of funds. He does hope that he has ee 4 : south of Garmisch-Partenkirchen. 
raised enough capital from his sales : : | : Garmisch has always been famous _ 
at the fair to start over again on a 4 . — = for its woodcarving, painting and 

smaller scale. “& _ _. weaving. Many of the refugees, — 

OR OF THE most interesting ex- S 4 = : eee aD sri Ba, ais e oie 
hibits from the standpoint of the 8 — munity “that 1s dlready “well suppl 

story behind it was that of Otto Kuhn, mm _ with handicraft talent. 
a furniture maker, He is now spec- fe S AN ADDITIONAL problem, each 
ializing in completely assembled Ba- | __ Avr . A exhibitor throughout the show had 
varian kitchens, including tables, | \ \ i ._ the same story of shortages which he | 
chairs, shelves and corner brackets, || . Y . ee : — repeated with surprisingly few varia- 
all carved in the peasant manner,and |g . oy tions — shortages of credit, work = eo 
selling for about DM 700 ($210) a set. | betes space, showrooms, money and custom- 
As a result of the show he has sold ers plagued them all constantly. How- 
ten. These orders, combined with his From old church roof ever, most of them manage to retain 
other sales, will keep him’ busy for i the philosophical good humor of the next year. Kuhn canvassed the neighborhood ee tGiAWhoth’s6 te has happen- 

By putting an idea on a mass pro- ior TeiUgces ho were eager work. ed that all additional burdens can be 
duction basis he was able to expand Since there were few jobs for them accepted with a shrug. 
this funiture factory to about 35 full- im this new? environment, eee of the Of one thing they were sure: con- 
time employees. In 1945 he and his refugees Beipa this opporsala meuan ditions seemed better this year than * wife came from the Sudetenland as Paid his workers so well that he soon last, and they had been a little better 

had 300 on his payroll, including the 

_ former president of a bank, a one-time 
7 director of a large factory in Czecho- &. r 

i Qe — oo & slovakia and several barons. co 4 

nn . G r. With a picked crew Kuhn and his Lo i tI 
Soe , ~=Ss Cie assembled the little figures and “| Se : | ‘ 

fod ya eo sold them to Americans stationed in i ey ee 2 
6 hUe Garmisch. By the time the market for i oo ' ic | 
ita cs oo | «wizened, professorial-looking figures oo | fi q 

ee ~~ ~Csholding miniature books was exhaust- oe Healy j \ o.. _ ed; Kulin. had enough money (Oe ‘4 ‘| 

“Re _ Fe hy ance his combination furniture factory ug Fak 
._. © = fiw eo and dwelling, which still only con- a oy ae — 

_. L sists of one large-size room, ..., ih a OL 

ge is ae SCHOENBACHER Musikinstru- in otal 4 
Carvings of deer horn mentenerzeuger, a famous maker Model hidden in dress 

of musical instruments, is another 
refugees, carrying only a briefcase. company which has been transplanted last year than the year before. With 
She had a few of her jewels and a in its entirety from Czechoslovakia a successful first showing behind them, 
figure of an old man holding a book to Garmisch. One of their recent prod- including over DM 2,500,000 ($750,000) 
carved out of wood, hidden amongthe ucts, a violin made of wood from worth of orders, and the promise that 
folds of her dress. The figure, about part of a 700-year-old beam takenout the show would become an annual 
nine inches high, was to be the model of the bombed Frauenkirche, Munich's _ affair, most of the refugees have taken 
for a pair of bookends. famous cathedral, is considered by ona new optimism. Some even hope 

Kuhn went to work on his idea as experts to be as rich in tone as a_ jor stores or showrooms of their own 
soon as he arrived in Garmisch. The _ Stradivarius. before 1950. -+END 
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Political Adviser Changed in Washington Shift 
MBASSADOR Robert D. Murphy, He continued in the same capacity Department service since 1929. While 

A political adviser to the US Mili- with three successive US Military stationed in Geneva, he acted as 

tary Governor in Germany since the Governors — General Eisenhower to observer at the League of Nations 

beginning of the occupation, has December 1945, General Joseph T. until his transfer to the American 

been named acting director of the McNarney to March 1947 and Gene- Embassy in Berlin in 1936. At the 

newly-created Office of German and ral Lucius D, Clay until the ambas- outbreak of the war he was in charge 

Austrian Affairs in the US State sador’s recent transfer to Washing- of British, French, Luxembourg and 

Department. ton. Dutch interests in Germany includ- 

Mr, James W. Riddleberger, direc- rs the State Department in jing inspection of prisoners-of-war 
tor of the Office of the Director of 1920, Mr. Murphy had served in and civilian internment camps. 

consular positions in Zurich, Munich, 

<r ee s 3 Seville, Paris and with the Vichy sige 2a se a roars 

PC | government early in the war. He was | MM 

— . » | the personal representative of the 9 = | ie | 

. 17 President as liaison with the French | ee) ee 

a 2 | during the Allied invasion of North | 7 _._) 
4 : Africa, In 1943 he was awarded the = _ 

al Distinguished Service Medal and | | wy _ 
A given the personal rank of ambas- | C _ 

» sador. i 
Mr. Murphy, in his new position, | 

Be will head the State Department unit § 

y Nl ee OM drawing together various functions pe SN 

£®, . e . iZ wee =orelating to German and Austrian rc i -. 
SI Ka a af ee ag oi affairs. This unit was created in line oS ty ee - fo _ 

“= (US Army Photo) With recommendations made by the 7 (US Army Photo) 
Ambassador Murphy to Washington Commission on Organization of the Mr, Riddleberger as acting adviser 

Executive Branch headed by former 

Political Affairs, OMGUS, since Oc- President Hoover to centralize policy After the US entry into the war, 
tober 1947, has been appointed act- Tesponsibilities for occupied areas. he was assigned to the American 
ing political adviser to succeed Mr. Ts MOVE eliminated the depart- Embassy in London in 1942 and 1943, 

Murphy in Berlin. ment's Office of Assistant Secre- later returning to Washington as 
A veteran diplomat of the State tary for Occupied Areas, and ap- chief of the Division of Central 

Department, Mr. Murphy was assign- portions its work to Mr. Murphy's European Affairs. He was a delegate 
ed in August 1944 as political ad- office and the new Office of Far to the Potsdam Conference in 1945 

viser to General Dwight D. Eisen- Eastern Affairs. Mr. Murphy's office and participated in the Conferences 

hower and served with the Supreme is directly responsible to the under- of the Foreign Ministers in Paris, 
Commander of the Allied Expedition- secretary of state and is separate New York, Moscow and London, and 

ary Forces in western Europe to the from the Office of European Affairs. in the tripartite talks in London early 

end of the war, Mr. Riddleberger has been in State in 1948. I 

® NY Exhibition Aide Three memebers of the JEIA ad- Gasoline Coupon Forgery 

Mr. George J, Santry, former director donee Eee a ea te Examination of the statistics on the 
of the JEIA Foreign Trade Division, th see tin he ee Y ie consumption of gasoline for the third 

was appointed New York re ‘. EROR to assist in the fair work. quarter of 1948 confirmed the sus- 
: > tepresen- The three are Henry D. Cohen of the ici hich had al tative of the Joint Export Import JIA Offi 2 : : : picions which had already led the 

cae ce in Wiesbaden; Oliver German authoriti i i 
Agency for the Military Government gause of the JEIA Office in Berlin, : thorities to investigate the 
German Exhibition 1949." a a A beats ah P cue considerable forgeries of gasoline 

Mr, Santry is in charge of arrange- Pub r Oi e coupons. It was estimated that some 

ments in the United States for the in- je shiormation: ce. thousands of counterfeited coupons 
dustry show which will be held at the sia have been accepted as genuine by 

om of Science and Industry in Return of PW's from Czechoslovakia comes filling’ stations, ea there. 
lew York from April 9 to 24, Before The repatriation program of Ger- sult that gasoline allocations to the 

Bee retntement as exhibition repre- man prisoners of war from Czecho- State were excreded by approxi- 
Pe bce, © he was a special adviser to slovakia was concluded with a train mately, 4250. mote ; tons.) 3 irom 
Ae in Wei e Administra- movement of 867 PW's sent to the US Military Governor's Monthly Report 

ashington, Zone in December. No, 42. 
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Personnel Changes Mr, Amon M. Tenney was named ~ 

chief of the Border Police Section, 
Are Announced oo. Public Safety Branch, Civil Ad — 

MpeCatl ‘by Rapn; deputy Ghict ‘of . . ministration Division, OMGUS. His 

ine Bpaite Commanieations Group a ce ee ee e ermany recently for an assign- ee ; : an 
ment to survey telecommunications A228 compliance,-with MG agers and 
in Iran. Mr. Rapp, a vice president of rh to is sidan oni os 

the International Telephone and Tele- — 8 is a nee! ee oO e 

graph Corporation, had been on loan — 24 Custonis Patrol Service: 
to the US Department of the Army for 2» 3 Mr. Carlisle Durfee has been sworn 
the past year. . es Mm in as judge of the Magistrate Court, 

Mr. John W. Campbell was ap- es A 10th Judicial District at Nuremberg. 
i " a _— _Since 1947 Mr. Durfee has been legal pointed Mr, Rapp’s successor as de- —  . : : 

puty communications chief. Mr. Camp- — - == == ~~. sensultant to the War Crimes Tri- 
bell, who has had 40 years of pro #8 § 6 | ___ bunals in Nuremberg. 
fessional communications experience, — 96 § 0 | : _ Mr. Michael Josselson, chief of the 
has been on loan from the American Met Sa fie Plans and Directives Section, Informa- 

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation oe ae, Greenstein has’ seamed. tion Services Division, OMGUS, has 7: ‘ f his duties as adviser on Jewish affairs \ 
since March 1948 when he arrived in to the Commander-in-Chief, European been appointed to arrange for spon- 

Germany to head the telecommunica- Command, succeeding Dr. William S0rship in the United States for the | 

tions section of Bipartite’s Communi- Haber, Mr, Greenstein was special Second group of German journalists 

cations Group. consultant to Dr. Haber last summer to be trained in American newspaper 

Lt. Col. Graham M, Leslie has been d was director of UNRRA welfare techniques, The German correspon- 

named executive officer of the Civil a ee Ceneee ba re ey Pee tag 

Administration Division, OMGUS «He Baltimore's Associated Jewish Char- Pe ee 

Succeeded Mr, A. F. Giggal, who has ities and the Jewish Welfare Fund | Col. Robert A, Show, Sr, who hasim™ 
been transferred to Frankfurt for duty jo, the past 20 years. (US Army photo) been deputy director of the EUCOM 
with the Civil Liberties and Demo- Intelligence Division since 1946, re- 
cratization Branch, CAD. Arriving in . Sueseasor \aschial of dheteernen turned to the United States for re- 

Berlin in August 1946, Colonel Leslie Legislation Section is Mr, Gerhart assignment by the Department of the 
became US member of the Bipartite Husserl, who first came to the Legal Army. 

se re the Dae oy Division in August 1946 on leave of Pree Menr ee 
eral’s ice. Early in he joine: Ae 3 } 
the Policy Enforcement Branch, CAD, EMG C) Uicne dauneG Tax Revenues Decline 4 
and in April 1948, took over the post August 1947, he returned to his Tax revenues in the four states _ 

of accountable property officer, Quat- teaching duties and rejoined the di- of the US Zone declined from 
termaster Branch, Berlin Military Post. Vision in May 1948, He recently lec- DM 474,000,000 in November to DM 

Mr. John J. Barron, legal ad- tured at Heidelberg University ‘on 410,000,000 in December. OMGUS 
ministrator of the Decartelization “Judge-made Law in the United finance officials pointed out that the ~ 
Branch, BICO, since early 1948, has States.” December decline, the first reversal 

been appointed chief of the Legis- Mr. Edmund Schwenk succeeded Of the upward trend since currency 
lation Branch, Legal Division, OMGUS. Mr, Husserl as chief of the German reform, does not represent a basic 1 
Mr. Barron came to Germany in August Law Section in the Legal Advice ‘h@nge im the favorable tax revenuc | 
1946 as enforcement program director Branch. He came to Military Govern- siuation,,/but’ was ‘largely due aaa 
of the Decartelization Branch, then a ment in June 1946 with the Office es cna 1 i 
part of the Economic Division, of Chief of Council for War Crimes . ne ite " Percent onthe deca 
OMGUS. In December 1947, he was and later joined the Legal Division a be iy in the excise, tax coll 
appointed assistant chief of the De- where he was in the German Legis- Fae ce ae eed ood 
cartelization Branch for field control ation Section. oe ies ie NGeunE he oho 
and, in April 1948, after the branch Mr, Sidney H. Souter, Jr., was ap- byligreatly zédueed aseuite id 

siioved, to Frankfurt, he became legal pointed chief of the Prisons Branch pecember, 

administrator. of the Legal Division, Mr. Souter is —_—— 
Mr. Walter E. Menke was promoted responsible for the supervision of 

to deputy chief of the Legislation German penal institutions within the Bizonal Oil Production 
Branch. Mr, Menke, who has been US Arena of Control, He held the same The bizonal oil-producing industry 
with the Legal Division since March position with OMGUS in 1946 and form- produced during 1948 4,725,000 barrels 
1946, was chief of the German Legis- erly was warden of the New Jersey of crude oil as compared with ; 
lation Section. State Reformatory at Annendale. 4,275,000 barrels in 1947. 
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Hindemith 
e 

Gives Germans New Outlook on Music 

AUL HINDEMITH, eminent com- developments in both America and Munich's most distinguished musi- 

P poser and professor of music, Germany, and possessing the three- cians and intellectual leaders, The 

brought to Germany on his recent fold asset of being a composer, lecture was a serious and scholarly 

visit an unusually well-received gift teacher and conductor, he was in a study of the duty of the musician, 

—a fresh outlook for postwar German particularly favorable position to act particularly the composer, to lift the 

music. as a cultural ambassador from the moral and ethical order through his 

Accustomed to assuming that mu- United States and to contribute to own creativeness—in contrast to the 

sical Germany is superior to that of the reorientation program of Military superficiality of the present-day ap- 

other countries, German students, Government. proach to this duty and the resultant 

musicians, and critics nevertheless In Munich, Nuremberg, Frankfurt, failure to influence citizens or the 

listened with surprise and respect to Wiesbaden and Berlin his lectures, state for the better, Much of the sub- 
the dynamic German-born American discussions, concerts and 

citizen who expresses such keen, receptions were attended by Cac 
candid opinions about music. students and older scholars, | . _ 

Paul Hindemith is professor of former colleagues and . - 

music composition at Yale Univers- friends, critics and laymen a , i 

ity and a composer and teacher of  jnlargenumbers. Particularly ; 4 i _ 

international repute. At the same through the medium of lec- PLY 

time, he is intimately acquainted tures, discussions and Per- | a 
with the German scene, with German sonal contacts was Hinde- r = 

methods and with the German men- ith able to make an im- . 7 

tality. He grew up in Hanau, near portant contribution to the —— ; ad 
Frankfurt, and still speaks German  ;eoyjentation program and to e — ry 

with a marked Frankfurtish accent. give courage and ideas to ee - , 

For 10 years he taught at the Berlin the Germans who are now 4 , Fi 

Academy of Music. striving to rebuild and im- [ye | 3 +. 
‘a THE 1920's he was the enfant prove the music life of their @ i . 4 Hid , . 

terrible of German music and his country. ‘@ . am. 

education and musical . 

In the early days of the Nazi regime civity in the United States, a 
his music was forbidden as being with critical eeservationatin F ee 
too “bolshevik," and after further 3 2) ta igs 4 
disagreements with the ‘Naw ‘arbiters some cases, but with full For the perlormance of his Mathis 

i conviction of the great pro- der Maler" in Munich, Professor Hin- of culture, he left for Switzerland i joi and eventuall wer "gress being made there. He demith was joined by the noted com- 
Yy went to America. 

‘ was frequently sharp and poser Furtwaengler (foreground) and 

During last summer and fall awiale sometimes humorous in dis- Dr. Hundhammer, Bavarian minister of 

Beaeve of absence from Yale, Hinde- a neing some questioners of education and culture, (Betz photo) 
ooo a” European ou con- their misinformation and 

teria ey Wage tee prejudices regarding the standards stance of Hindemith's remarks: met 

Eeaching a seminar for several weeks and extent of musical accomplish- with disagreement and even defiance 

in Salzburg. Subsequently he was ments an the United States. At times among the listeners, 

rated’ by -OMGUS to'‘come’ to “endemitirtound it ‘necessary to pune: A SECOND address before ‘1,200 
Germany as a visiting consultant, ture the national egotism of those guests of the University of 

Familiar from his own experience Ge!mans who assume that even today — Munich also produced some negative 
with educational methods and artistic 2° ther country has such high reaction to Hindemith’s attempt to 

standards in music asGermany, point- get a higher goal for the creative 

| Material for this article was prepared ing out that this self-assumed superi- musician and the listener—one which 
re cone Evarts, music officer of the ority seems never to have been put depends upon harder work, greater 

sion, OMGUS, sud nae, eelations Div to a healthy self-criticism. _ Skill and more severe self-criticism, 
eee manic oificer of OMG Bavaria. Hindemith made reference to this and less upon the belief that German 

@iting portinne st tis'toue in Gane lack of self-criticism in his address, “geepness of feeling” can be a sub- 
$$ “Ethos in Music," before 150 of (Continued on next page) 
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stitute for achievement or result in with the occasion make it worthy of impact and impressiveness than 

inspiration. comment. Assembled in the prominent would have been possible from the 

A few dissenters to this point of box for the performance were Hinde- printed word or from other speakers, 

view avidly stated that Hindemith mith, Dr. Alois Hundhammer, Ba- He was severe in his criticism of the 

himself was a mathematical and ovarian minister of education and standard of performances in Hesse, 

mechanical musician and one who culture, and Wilhelm Furtwaengler, but his Frankfurt accent evidently 

is alien to the “German” spirit. How- eminent German conductor, who in added a conviction to his words that 

ever, the tremendous spontaneous the Nazi period had protested the the audiences were willing to accept. | 

Bek gala nea a ban ‘against Hindemith. music, and TI BERLIN, Hindemith was wel- 

whic e con ucted with the: unich specifically against Mathis der comed by the blockaded popu- 

Philharmonic Orchestra’ dispelled Maler.” : . ‘ . 
igubte that di 1 publi sah lation with particular enthusiasm. He 
dow e hi at the ooo i _ ic might The astonishment and amusement spoke at the Academy of Music where 

eae 1m as a mec. hana composer. of the audience were noticeable he had once been a teacher, and at 

ee Rueddeutsche Zeitung stated, when it realized that two of the the new Free University. On two 
ever before — apes cape chief figures ef the Goebbels-Hinde- occasions he performed with the 

Pipe g with such warmth and  mith-Furtwaengler controversy were Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra as 
malas i : together at a performance of “Mathis guest conductor. The effect of Hin- 

t me oy _ one wee ures a é der Maler." The feeling was height- demith's visit on the general public 

‘Wo music academies In Munich, ened by a tinge of irony when it was in Berlin was best indicated in the 
during one of which he described realized that with them wasDr.Hund- public press. 
ie an ease i nin ara hammer, who congratulated Hinde- It was especially noteworthy, for 

e d Y “ihe ee tutions) in Tee ee mith on an opera dealing with free- example, to find in the Soviet-licensed 
= Gb the: other he spoke regarding dom of the artist shortly after having Neue Zeit the following comment on 
ne See Gas e pci anoaiet himself banned the ballet “Abraxas” one of his lectures: “One had ex- 

ake ee Se andi os. from the repertory of the Bavarian pected from Hindemith, as professor 
a ny yn ng questions, such State Opera, thereby precipitating of composition at Yale University, 

ae me Boies agi be Bek one of the great music controversies also a few words about music edu- 

Ee Sas ase Bane: tow a of the day in Bavaria. cation in America to complete the 
PSone eo pgRRY dirtitate In Frankfurt, Wiesbaden and Darm- pedagogical picture, and he had a 

affirmative, plus a critical word con- rich p Bac Sires stadt the same pattern of lectures few surprising facts to report. The 
cerning artistic isolationism on the ‘ ; 
sar aaa lak and concerts was followed, with development of the American sym- 

B ts emphasis always placed on the need phonic orchestra in the direction of 

A SPECIAL performance of his for higher standards in both music refinement and perfection of tone 
opera “Mathis der Maler,’ was  education—playing and _ listening. and in technical perfection is in 

given by the Bavarian State Opera Here too, Hindemith brought news of distinct contrast with the middle- 

and certain coincidences connected the outside music world with greater (Continued on page 23) 

—. ee ee Pos ee a [ 7h %,  @ ae tO cS 
— : - vs A — oS a aa. —. . pee y os i i = i | : 

S : ee ee cf . 4 iC - 2a 

- = so b. \. : . 
é: ae i Eee eee 

F eg 3 ed oe i 

4 Se be eg E % ; ae S 

Professor Hindemith with Sergiu In Berlin Professor Hindemith poses with (left) Mrs. 

Celibidache (left), youthful Berlin con- Hindemith and Dr. Edwin Redslob of the faculty of 
ductor, and Mr. Moseley,’ OMGB the Free University of Berlin, and (second from right) 

music officer, who furnished material Mr. Evarts, OMGUS music officer, who furnished 

for this article. (Eschen photos) material for this article, and two former associates. 
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Postage Stamps 
— — Mark Course of Occupation 

PPROXIMATELY 500 different Article materials that unconventional postal 

| A postage stamps have been issued by Richard Elwood methods were adopted to prevent pro- 

in Germany since the beginning of ake fiteering by speculators who might 

the occupation. Reports Officer, Comnnunicanons Group attempt to corner complete issues. 
Among the diverse designs, denomi- Office of the Economics Adviser, OMGUS Stamps were paid for at post-office 

| nations and differentiating overprints windows, affixed to letters, and 

| that the collector can find in Germany the Soviet Sector of Berlin are in cancelled as they were presented for 
| are many which were distributed in East-mark denominations. mailing. Post-office attendants who had 

| eastern Germany aaa ana B" THIS is a relatively well- no Pe . La pesctiption simply 

| authority during an imme iate ye ter ordered condition as compared mat e 4 e le’ ets with a hand stamp 

the war. But post-office cancellations with the chaotic situation in Germany impression to indicate that postage 

indicating that they were used tS near and immediately after the end had been collected. Besides the threat 

transmit mail make them all official of the war. The only unity which of wildcat ‘speculation in tare ‘stamps, 

from the philatelic standpoint. characterized the postage stamp pro- the possibilities of counterfeiting and 

Today, in various parts of Germany blem as the liberating armies ad- other local abuses were of deep con- 

Becraiierent types of: postage stamps vanced over German territory was the cern :to Military Government. 

PRY prohibition by each of the Allied AORN 

powers of continued use of stamps ee o 

of the Third Reich. e E 3 
rf 4 1) As one step toward the Allied im Fi fl 10 
tiay, objective of removing all traces of A fy 

ae ek Nazism from Germany, the use of iL i) 
== 1 anything symbolic of the Nazi 3 ih ij N | \ 
——— regime was prohibited. This policy Ih il Mi | i i ] 
So necessitated the invalidation of all ten y NM 

Py j ate eS stamps in current use, and resulted EH ha 

| | 1|| a | finally in the adoption of ACA Law Ht A MN By ll avi 
| aN HSS No. 48 ordering the destruction of eo ii il lt At 
| I} | | | . Nazi postage stamps and plates by the AA I . i re 

\ | | I H Deutsche Post and other government § arg oy Wl Ni | We 

aur agencies and prohibiting the “sale, x is “Vall a : 
DEUTSCHE POST purchase, exchange or display” of < DEUTSCHE POST 

Nazi stamps. a agers wiciiee 
‘ ; IN INI NIENIE NKGN 

The minimum level of communi- 
Design of Brandenburg Gate stamp cations which was of necessity Design of the _ Cologne Cathedral 

Bguren Bona Aree sret. TNS maintained inthe lberated areas vin ‘Hamp Jsued erlnaly to, commen 
ties a 10 ptennig (three-cent) sur- civil Postal channels required that an cathedral, it bore a surcharge to raise 
charge and overprint “Helft Berlin’ ©XPedient method for controlling and — ;evenue for reconstruction. The stamp 
(Help Berlin) to provide funds to aid financing the postal services be jg now one of the bizonal permanent 
the blockaded city. devised. Stamps had been printed for designs. 

this purpose by the liberating powers, 

representing three ‘different monetary ut without uniformity. US-printed Because communications officials 
Systems are in use. German postage stamps were put On of the occupying powers were agreed 

The Deutsche mark is the basis for Sale at Aachen in March 1945, and on the urgency of the situation the 
three of the stamp varieties—the later in other areas controlled by US — approval of standard designs for 

Precurrency conversion stamp over- troops, but the supply proved to be postage stamps was among the earliest 
printed “Berlin” being used in the insufficient. To supplement these quadripartite actions in the com- 
three western sectors, the architect- initial quantities, various hastily- munications field. The first designs, 
ural issue in use in the Bizonal Area, improvised designs were circulated adopted only as a temporary measure 
aS the current French Zone stamps. 0cally. while quadripartite committees select- 

e French franc is the basic unit for A eae VARIETY of these community ed suitable permanent designs, were 
Stamps being used in the Saar area, issues was so great and the without symbolism, with large numbers 
and stamps in the Soviet Zone and supply so limited by shortage of (Continued on next page) 
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representing denominations centered most common request was tor the issuance of postage stamps adopted a 

in intricate engraving. issuance of stamps for sale at the highly selective set of standards in 

In December 1945 a quadripartite- postage value plus a surcharge to the light of which each request was, 

sponsored contest was opened to all produce revenue for specific recon- judged. oo : 

non-Nazi Germans to create five struction projects. Among such en- N°? UNTIL the fall of 1946 was 

designs for use on standard, permanent visaged projects in the US Zone were quadripartite approval given for 

postage stamps.” The prize-winning the reconstruction of the Old the issuance of special stamps. At 

designs were selected by unanimous Bridge . at Heidelberg, and the that time three current denominations 

| agreement of a quadripartite Jury, restoration of St. Paul's Church in of the temporary postage stamp then 

and approved by the Coordinating Frankfurt. > ee | 3 tte d Soviet 
Committee of the Allied ‘Control in use in the US, British an 

, Revenue from surcharges was also Zones and Berlin were printed in a 
Authority. ; ae ; ; 

| } sought for various beneficent activities rectangle of plain white paper and 

PRovsronr the active existence by welfare agencies such as the sold at a price in excess of the com- 
of the ACA, the French Element Bavarian Red Cross, the Caritas Ver- bined face value of the stamps, with 

_ approved in principle all matters band and similar organizations. A the added revenue, or surcharge, con- 

pertaining to postage stamps, but request from Berlin officials outlined tributing toward relief of refugees 
withheld the extension to the French an ambitious program calling for four and the aged in Berlin. 

Zone of the unity which was achieved special issues each year, one each Quadripartite approval was granted. 
_ among the US, British and Soviet commemorating the Day of the Post, at about the same time for the first 

Zones and Berlin, . May Day, Victims of Fascism Day and of a series of stamps to commemorate 
Just Prior to Christmas of 1945, a Youth Day. With the requests, designs the Leipzig Fair. An institution which 

special issue of welfare stamps were usually submitted or described hag its beginnings in the Middle Ages 
sponsored by the “Victims of Fascism | about 1170, the Leipzig Fair was ac- 
appeared on street Sale in the Soviet — : cepted then by the quadripartite 
Sector of Berlin. Because of the | | | bodies as of Germany-wide  signi- 

dubious circumstances surrounding NOTOPFER. ficance both traditionally and eco- 
the issue, the question of authorization nomically. This series was continued 
was immediately placed before the | | by special issues for the 1947 and 
Kommandatura. Although the stamps 1948 fairs. the latter being a d 

, ' g approve 
had apparently been produced with | | | | and in production before the sus- 

the knowledge of the Soviet Military STEVERMARKE un P on | 
pea | pension of quadripartite meetings. 

Administration quadripartite agreement | | | 

was quickly reached to nullify them In April 1947 a special issue went 
| for postage purposes. Prior to the This stamp is affixed to every piece onsale commemorating the 50th anni- 

dissemination of the order, however, of correspondence originating in the versary of the death of Heinrich von 

a small number of the stamps had aon my ee cf. Peed. fern orgency Stephan, the founder of the Universal 

already passed through the mails and, sacrifice, two piennig for Berlin, tax Postal Union, and the last Special” 
by virtue of their postmark, have stamp), also go for Berlin aid. stamp to TeCEING quadripartite ap 
now achieved a substantial philatelic ’ proval was distributed for sale in May 
value. a | : _— ; 1948 in conjunction with the opening ~ 

| ‘The cause for which the stamps in detail. One graphic description Ol of the Hanover Trade Fair. — Oo 

were originally issued—childwelfare— “° P roposed Victims of Fascism Day All quadripartite-approved postage 

did not lose revenue by their with- stamp design was hyena devouring stamps were produced at the state 

drawal from postal use, The issue human being. | : printing office in the US Sector of — 

was sold out to collectors, and the There were many additional re-  RBerjin, Materials for the production 
child welfare fund received proceeds ‘ests for special issues from organi- OF stamps were furnished by the US, 
from both the surcharge, which under 4tlons and local governments merely —_ British and Soviet Zones as was most 
normal circumstances would have for commemorative stamps to be sold available to each. By complicated. 
provided the sole revenue, and the Without surcharge. Some events which ajjocation among the three zones the . 
face value of the stamps, which Promoters felt would merit issuance iota) value of materials required from 
would have gone to the Deutsche Of @ special commemorative stamp ach was equalized. 
Post as ordinary postal income if the Were an industrial exhibition at Stutt- | | | 

_ issue had been legitimate. | gart, the 400th anniversary of the Beween March 20, 1948, when 

oo, death of Martin Luther, the 300th quadripartite meetings were sus-. 

Reevests for special ISSUCS of anniversary of the end of the Thirty pended, and August, postage stamp 

stamps had begun to flood into years: War and many others of vary- _ production remained on a self-sustain- 
US Military Government offices from ing impressiveness. | ing basis, with no new issues in- 

innumerable Sources immediately Because of this deluge of special troduced. Recognizing that this static 

following the end of the war, The issue applications, the quadripartite | condition could not prevail indefinitely, 

1 Information Bulletin, Issue No. 61, Sept. 30, _ Working parties, committees and Military Government initiated action 
1946, directorates concerned with the to transfer responsibility for all 
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postage stamp ‘matters to German _— proved stamps already in use there A COMPLETE new series of stamps 

authority. | | would be overprinted. with the postal replaced those overprinted with 
In August, by joint decision of US  horn—a symbol of the Deutsche Post the postal horn in the Bizonal Area 

and British Military Governments, (German postal system). Oo on Sept.1, Printed at Brunswick in 

responsibility for the issuance of + @any GERMAN postal employees the British Zone, the new series pic- 

postage stamps in the Bizonal Area M worked on the project without tures five famous German architec: 
without prior approval of Military knowing its significance. The pre- tural landmarks. In addition to the. 

Government was placed with the Ger- aration of printing presses and dyes Cologne cathedral, pictures on various 
_ man Bizonal Economic Council, which 54, the overprinting was accomplished denominations of stamps are the 
: in turn delegated the responsibility Without arousing undue speculation, Brandenburg Gate in Berlin, the . 

_ to the German Bizonal Department 4, was the procurement of inks and Holsten Gate at Luebeck, Frank- 
_ for Posts and Telecommunications. (ther materials necessary for the job. — ‘urt's Roemer (Coronation Hall) and 

| This delegation to German authority ny those persons actually engaged Munich’s Frauenkirche (Cathedral of 
of a responsibility which had pre- in the printing and packaging of the the Holy Virgin). oe 

viously been vested exclusively in overprinted stamps had eyewitness Special service to stamp collectors | 

Military Government represented an Quigance that preparations for a 1S provided by the Deutsche Post 

advance toward the restoration of change were being made, but even through its philatelic office in Frank- 

complete responsibility for their own  th.y had no indication of the date. furt.* When outgoing airmail service 
communications system to the Ger- When monetary reform was pro- Was initiated for the Germans in the 
man people. “mulgated, postage stamps, like the Bizonal Area on May 1, 1948, US and 

Under the current policy, the De- Reichsmark, were devalued to one- UK residents who desired special first 

partment for Posts and Telecommuni- tenth of their face value. On June 23 flight covers obtained them by mail- 
cations is responsible for keeping ing requests with envelopes and 
Military Government informed of per- — international reply coupons to that 

| tinent developments concerning LU) [sy BRWIGICE office. The philatelic office receives 
postage stamps and for insuring that | | allocations of all special issues of 

stamps issued are for use in ac- | > me _ ~~=a== | postage stamps and has on hand 
cordance with normal postal practices F+ x supplies of current bizonal stamps 
‘and for distribution only through the WX ——_—__—— for sale to collectors. 

Deutsche Post. | ray ao eS A OA RN The most recent German additions 
: Te FIRST act taken by the [Ss Fe L I IN to a collector's stamp book are the 

department under this new : : 2-pfennig (six-tenths of one cent) tax 

authority was the issuance of a spe- To mark 100 days of the Berlin Stamp and the “Help Berlin” over- 

cial stamp picturing, in commemora- blockade and show confidence in the printed Brandenburg Gate stamp 
tion of its 700th anniversary, the Co- airlift, the Deutsche Post of the being sold with a surcharge, both of — 
logne cathedral. The stamp was sold western sectors of Berlin used this which went into use in the Bizorial 

in the Bizonal Area with a surcharge ‘‘Luftbruecke” (air bridge) cancella- Area in December, The 2-pfennig 
to provide funds for the cathedral's {on during October. | stamp is affixed to every piece of 
repair, It went on sale Aug. 15, and mail posted in the Bizonal Area, and _ 
subsequently the surcharge was elim- the old stamp became void and the the revenue which it yields, like that 
inated and the design was adopted new  overprinted stamps assumed from the surcharge on the Branden- 

for permanent use, their face value in Deutsche marks. burg Gate stamp, will be used for 

Currency conversion in the western The same procedure was followed ~ relief of the blockaded western sec: 

zones directly involved the issuance in the monetary reform of the three #8 of Berlin. 
of postage stamps. Planning for the western sectors of Berlin. It soon Issuance of these stamps were not 
teform recognized that it would be became apparent, however, that use acts of sympathy on the part of the | 

necessary to invalidate stamps pur- of the same stamps in the zone, Germans in the Bizonal Area, but _ 

chased for the old Reichsmarks to foil where they could be purchased only avowals of respect. For the Berliners 

Possible attempts to circumvent the for Deutsche marks, as in Berlin, had demonstrated two months earlier, | 

devaluation by converting currency where East marks were also legal also from their post offices, that they 

into stamps. — tender, presented the possibility of were not soliciting sympathy. Instead 

) A complete new issue of stamps financial manipulation by the trans- of displaying self-pity in their plight 
was deemed unnecessary, but a means mission of Berlin-purchased stamps they paid a public tribute to the US — 

| of differentiating between stamps to the Bizonal Area. To obviate this and British fliers of the airlift by | 
; Purchased prior to the conversion practice a new overprint—‘Berlin’— adopting for use throughout October 

with Reichsmarks and those after the was adopted for Berlin stamps to a special stamp cancellation marking 
Conversion with Deutsche marks had distinguish them from those pur- 100 days of the “Luftbruecke” (air- 
to be devised. In the Bizonal Area chased in the zone. Stamps with the bridge). | END. 
the solution reached was that the “Berlin’’ overprint were not. valid ”* Address: Postamt 2, Abteilung Briefmarken- 
Permanent design, quadripartite-ap- in the zone. | sammlung, Frankfurt/Main, Germany. — 

| | | 
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ae not deal with materials, devices or ized German agencies if the program 

¢ scientific research which are prohibit- contemplated is sound and the need © 

ed under existing legislation. (OEA- for it is substantiated. Any assistance 

Do the provisions of schoo] reform OMGUS) given is determined in each state on F 

apply to religious private schools as * * * the basis of knowledge of local con- — 

well as to publicly supported elemen- Why are many best sellers not yet ditions and needs and is generally in _ 

tary and secondary schools? available in Germany? connection with space that is requi- — 

School Reform applies only to the It is assumed that this question sitioned by the occupying forces. Such 

publicly supported elementary and refers (American bone breve ate assistance is confined to informal — 

secondary schools. Private institutions “ i liaison and recommendation through — 
a number of “best sellers“ among the 

can determine for themselves the 9359 ‘American book titles which Mili- Military Government property control 

degree of conformity or nonconformity Z or housing offices or local military 
: c tary Government has made available ‘AD-OMGUS 

with school reform programs. (E&CR- 4 German publishers after purchasing posts. (CAD- ) 

OMCB) . the German publishing rights from * * * 

* ae the original US publishers. However, Wh thleti ipment be Oba 

Is there a shortage of medical doctors it is true that MG purchases of trans- 2 aes Boe te Jubs? a 

in western Germany today? If not, will lation rights to American books are pained tor Meee re 

there be one after a few years? based on the book's direct value in Nearly all athletic equipment can 

The number of physicians in the US Te0rienting the German people toward OW be purchased in German sporting 
Zone of Germany may be considered ‘¢mocratic ideas, not on the sales rec- goods: stores OS eany =P 
adequate. In this zone there are rds of specific books. To date, 103 pi lcuceruipment ne peed asta 
24,800 physicians, of whom 18,884 are German-language editions of US titles a and no eee ae from 

licensed to practice. The ratio of popu- 4t@ on sale in western Germany. (ISD- eh y 4 
lation per licensed physician is 930 tol, _OMGUS) ie * * q 

: ; i serge ae 
Sens ENOEDS: ee oe Is a license required for everything 
mark, whose ratio is 950tol, (In the Are the expenses of maintaining dis- naj ig printed? 
US the ratio is 710tol.) In the US placed persons camps charged to the No. Thi blight 1 me a 

Zone alone, approximately 10,000 stu- German population as occupation ee eeu are Sie tea 
dents were studying medicine in Feb- costs? If so, why? ed by } ilar z Government is a form- — 

ruary 1947. Therefore, in the future The costs of maintaining displaced 2 mythonzenen, POM Nery fon 
the ratio of population per physician _ persons are a charge imposed by occu- Sone Be cone type ot matond 
should become lower, as these stu- pation authority upon the German which may be Oe Military 

dents will more than replace those governments. These expenses are not Government le ren ety 7 
physicians who will discontinue prac- a charge to occupation costs but a ES Boy information shee 4 
tice. (CAD-OMGUS) mandatory charge (onl the (German issued by political parties, and relig- 

oe ek ek economy. The presence GUN die) OR cultural: ‘groups, restrict 
nace Be E G : content to official bulletins of the 

Can Germans submit scientific ideas persons in Germany 1S a con- organization issuing the publication. 
sequence of the war and until repa- 9 S P 4 

or inventions to Military Government is Until the lifting of paper controls in 
triation or resettlement of UNDP's is g Ee 4 

in hopes of personal profit? , June 1948, printing permits were — 
2 effected, their maintenance is a Ger- ; ei 7 

Germans are free to present ideas or eo required for such miscellany as — 
a és ee man responsibility. The charges are Z 3 4 
inventions to Military Government, consilerea in (tie Gamer nace te: programs, tickets and calenders. Since ~ 

but to protect the originators interest, Re ‘ oa as the removal of controls on paper con- 
; Y 2 charges associated with reparations, é pes ; 7 

MG in almost every case will advise Bee seit eke sumption, printing permits are required 
ei Fe . restitution and demilitarization: they i i : -, 

them that (a) applications for patents’ . z only in Berlin where newsprint is 
L z result directly from the waging of P : 

can now be filed in one of the patent aggressive war. (OFA-OMGUS) still under allocation. (ISD-OMGUS) 

filing offices now open in Germany; 2 ee * Me 
(b) legislation establishing a German - si * 

Patent Office is now under consider- Does Military Government intervene Who censors German publications? 

ation; (c) Germans are also free to in behalf of private welfare agencies No one, Military Government press 

negotiate with any firm or agency in their efforts to obtain space to be and publications officers, however, 

regarding the possible purchase of used as institutions? scrutinize newspapers, periodicals, 

inventions or scientific theories, pro- Local public welfare officers give and books after publication. This post- 

vided such inventions or theories do assistance when requested by author- publication scrutiny is to determine 
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| if the published material conforms to by prewar standards, there is no fruits are now sold in the free 

4-power and Military Government evidence to indicate that any ad- market. With regard to consumer ar- 
| directives which prohibit dissemination ditional fat is essential to regaining ticles, all price controls have been 

of Nazi and militarist propaganda, the former nutritional status of the removed on shoes and clothing, fire- 

Fascist or anti-democratic ideas or German population, Nutritional author- wood and all types of lumber. Con- 

material which jeopardizes military ities agree that fat is not a necessary trols remain in force on gasoline, coal, 

security. When a German publisher item of diet except for minute soap, tobacco, substitute coffee and 

is granted a license by US Military qualities of certain essential fatty a few other articles. 

Government, he assumes all respon- acids, although it is important in pro- In Berlin, the strained economic 

' sibility for his output and for selec- viding a feeling of satisfaction and condition resulting from the blockade 

tion of politically acceptable persons repletion after eating because during has necessitated retention of almost 

to produce his publications. (ISD- digestion it remains in the stomach ll wage, price and rationing controls 

OMGUS) longer than proteins and carbohy- which were in effect before currency | 

. sc drates. An adequate amount of fat is reform, plus the addition of controls 
| - desirable in cooking to provide tasty, on the consumption of coal, electric- 

With iron and steel scrap in such appetizing and satisfying food, but ity, non-ferrous metals, etc. 

short supply, why are many bomb- only very small quantities are actually In essence, however, currency re- 
damaged bridges not used to help mecessary for adequate nutrition. . form was accompanied by large scale 

reduce the shortage? (CAD-OMGUS) decontrol of consumer goods in the 
US and British Zones i 

Three major obstacles to use of bridg- * | * * . towards a free economy, wherever it 

es as serep are: lack of manp ows : What restrictions remain on the free can be allowed in the midst of exist- 

transportation and Processing ems fluctuation of prices and wages in the ing scarcities, is the guiding policy 
ment. The uncertainty about ownership US zone? today. (OEA, OMGUS) . 
of scrap found in the open is another 

obstacle. As to wages, all controls or “wage * * * 

It has been recommended that such stop s 4d th ominaiee yon ae How can a parent or responsible | 
scrap be permitted free collection by oa eens vow. determined by the relative in the US Zone arrange for 
authorized scrap dealers or organi- atural process of supply and demand the return of a minor child from an 
zations operating under export con- ™ P OF SURRY on dually eastern European country? 
tracts, with the proviso that such through bargaining, indivi ney oF Ther et d . "s through trade unions. This applies € are two procedures: 
collections be carefully recorded and both to private industry as well as to a. By application of the parent or 
payment made into a special fund at overnmental or municipal enter- relative to the German refugee com- 
a fixed rate. Within the limitations of prises, the railroads, the post and missioner of their locality. These 
ovavae men power cae enon telegraph, etc. _ applications are forwarded through 
and equipment, collection of all types e ‘ 
of ferrous scrap is now going forward Price contro] and rationing are now OMGUS turwae ee 4 » cation © 

at an accelerated rate in the hands of the German ad- - . PP 

ministration, assisted by an advisory ‘2° Military mission of the country 
However, the collection of scrap price Control Council (German) esta- concerned with the request that the 

from bomb-damaged bridges represents blished last November. In the US Person be located and returned to 

one of the most expensive fields of Zone, price controls are still in force Germany. Under this procedure the | 
collection from the standpoint of these for the most important agricultural return is effected in an organized 
three limiting factors, and scrap col- products, but fresh vegetables and 9'0UP movement sponsored by the 
lectors are understandably concen- | government concerned. | 
trating on supplies of scrap easier b. By application of the person 
and cheaper to collect. The large scale In this section are printed the desiring to enter Germany for an 
Temoval of damaged bridges can be best and most repeated questions individual military entry permit from 
expected when the over-all supply and answers which are forwarded | the military permit officer located in 
dwindles enough to make such to the Information Bulletin. the country in which the individual is 
removal a more attractive business Questions, especially those ad- presently residing. This application is | 

_ venture for the dealer. (OEA-OMGUS) dressed by Germans to occupa- referred through MG channels to the 
tional personnel, may be sent to refugee authorities of the German 

* * * the Editor, and the competent state concerned. Their approval and 

How large an increase in fat con- authority on the subject will be the issuance of a Zuzugsgenehmigung 

sumption will be required for Ger- requested to prepare the reply. (residence permit) by th © focal 
mans to regain their prewar nutrition The questions must be confined authorities where the individual plans 
status? . to the sphere of US Military to take up residence’ constitute 

Although the present-day C Government or affiliated  ac- aennenaae - the issuance of the 
diet is monotonon. ad ay erman tivities in Germany. individual military entry | permit. 

unappetizing (CAD-OMGUS) : 
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Bonn Council Advised Basic Law Dratt 
REPRESENTATIVES of the Parlia- S. Matters : relating to refugees and expellees; on real estate acquisition, incremental value 

e nei - th eilare; and on fire protection.’ 
mentary Council from Bonn met 8. War damages and compensation (Wieder- 2. The taxes on income, property, inheritance 

the United Kingdom, French, and guimachung): ' disabled 3 and gifts (or donations). 
. ~. . . P. ns for war-disabled persons an 3. ‘‘Realsteuern’' (taxes on real estate and 

United States Military Governors in surviving dependants, the welfare of former on bey with the exception of the fixing 
Frankfurt on March 2 and received prisoners of war and the care of war graves; of tax rates. 

f th d ts defini h paw relating to the economy (mining, Articles 122 b 

rom em two ocumen!s efining the merce, banking ap gO chanee rivate The federation shall exercise priority legis- 

position of the three Military Gover- insurances); ges: B lation in the field of concurrent taxes only to 

nors in regard to the present text of ,,1!. Tabor law, including the legal organiza- portion of tthe pr sceeds of an Y eoncurt nt tax 
; oO ; tion of enterprises, protection of workers and P t no t € proc t ° o eeibilities. I ax 

the Basic Law (provisional constitu. provision of employment as. well es social or (anes TO er ee eter ae tax the 
oo insurance includin ne i ; .s : : 

tion) and the draft electoral law pre- 12. The aneuding unemployment research, remaining portion shall be retained by the 

pared by tthe Parliamentary Council. 13. Expropriation in matters on which the Articles 123 

1 Federation has legislative power; icles . 

The texts of these two documents 14, Transfer of land and landed property, | 1. The federal taxes shall be administered 

: natural resources and mea ; y federal finance authorities. The federal 

as read by the chairman of the public ownership. or to he uction a government may, if it so desires, administer, 

meeting are as follows: publicly controlled economy: through federal financial authorities, those 

15. Prevention of the abuse of economic taxes which it imposes for authorized federal . 

1. My colleagues and I have asked you to power; purposes in their entirety, and they tax on- 

come here today in order that we might 16. Promotion of agricultural and forestry income to the extent that such a tax is for 
comment to you upon several provisions of production, safeguarding of food supply, import federal purposes. The structure of the Federal . 

your proposed Basic Law as it was passed by and export of agricultural and forestry pro- finance authorities and the finance courts and 

the Main Commitee of the Parliamentary ducts, deep-sea and coastal fisheries and the procedure to be applied by them shall be - 

Council. We have studied this document in coastal preservation; regulated by federal law. The heads of the 

light of the Aide Memoire which our Liaison 17, Transactions in landed property, law finance and customs authorities in the Laender 

Officers delivered to you on 22 November 1948. concerning land and agricultural lease. shall be appointed by agreement with the | 

2. There are a number of provisions in the housing, settlements and homesteads; governments of the Laender involved. 

Basic Law which deviate from detailed 18. Measures against epidemic and infectious 2. The Land (state) taxes and concurrent - 

principles set forth in that Aide Memoire. diseases affecting humans and animals, the taxes other than those referred to in Article 123 . 

However, in viewing the document as a whole licensing for medical and other healing pro- (1), shall be administered by Land finance 
we are prepared to disregard some of these fessions and the healing trade and traffic in authorities. | . hs ' 

deviations but at the same time feel it drugs, medicines narcotics and poisons: 3. The raising of the “Realsteuern’’ shall be- | 
necessary agaim to call your urgent attention 19, Protection relating to traffic in food  Ttegulated by Land (state) legislation. wa 
to other provisions which, in our opinion, and stimulants as well as in necessities of To be consistent with what has been said | 

depart too far from these principles. life, in fodder, in agricultural and forestry, above we wish to call your attention to the | 

3, In the first place, we would like to point seeds and seedings, and protection of trees need for deleting Article 138a (4) and sub- 

out that the powers of the federal government and plants against diseases and pests; stituting a detailed specification of Land taxes. 

as now set forth in Article 36 are not defined 20. Ocean and coastal shipping and aids to 6. In the fourth place, we wish to draw 
with sufficient clarity adequately to safeguard navigation, inland shipping. meteorological your attention to the fact that Article 129-1 (2) 

the position of the states in a federal system. service, ocean channels and inland waterways is not entirely clear as to the extent to which 
To correct this we suggest that you delete used for general traffic; the independence of the judiciary is insured. 

present Articles 36.and 36a and substitute 21. Road traffic, motor transport and the We urge you to give it your thoughful atten- 

therefore a new Article 36 based very largely construction and. maintenance of highways tion particularly as to the safeguards provided 
upon your own language and which might used for long-distance transporti a ves in connection with the dismissal of judges. 

read substantially as follows: except mountain railways, federal railways. 7. In the fifth place, we consider that the- 

Article 36 23. Citizenship of the ‘federation and the possibilities Pati the federation to establish 

(1) The Laender (States) shall retain the Laender; its own = adminis tative agencies (Articles 

right to legislate in the fields hereinafter 24, Hunting, protection of nature and care 112/2 and 116) are wide. We would there- 
enumerated except where it is clearly impossible Of the countryside; fore like to point out that the Military | 

for a single Land to enact effective legislation 25. Land distribution, regional planning and © Governors will have to give careful consider 
or where the legislation if enacted would be Water conservation; ation at the time when such agencies are. 

detrimental to the rights or interests of other ,,26. Matters relating to registration and established to ensure that they do not. 
Laender. In such cases, and provided that identity cards. represent too great a centralization of power...’ 

the interests of the several ‘Laender are 4. In the second place, my colleagues and 8. In the sixth place we should like to 

clearly, directly and integrally affected, the I would like you to understand that we are clarify our position with regard to the ; 

federation shall have the right to enact such Ultimately responsible for security and that question of the federal civil service. If. 

legislation as may be necessary or appropriate. the powers contained in Article 118c may not principles with regard to the civil service | 

1. Civil law, criminal law and execution of be exercised until specifically approved by as set out in Articles 27 (b) and 62 are to’. 

sentences, constitution of courts, court pro- the Occupation Authorities. This reservation be embodied in the Constitution they must 

- Gedure insofar as the Laender are not com- Pon the exercise of these police powers be modified to conform to the principles _ 

petent according to Article 112/2, the bar, will be repeated at the time when you are enumerated in paragraphs (g) and (h) in our = 

‘notaries and legal advice (Rechtsberatung); formally advised of our oon with regard Aide Memoire of 22 November 1948. A 

2. Census and registry matters; ° in “he thea face, ve have noted with 9. A seventh matter which has concerned 

3. Associations and assemblies; concern the oxtert to which the 7 us is the question of the reorganization of © 
; . provisions ee ns 

4, The right of sojourn and settlement of regarding finance powers depart from the the territories of the Laender as set out in =: 

aliens; criteria agreed upon in London and trans- Articles 25 and 26. In this connection we | 

5. The protection of German works of art mitted to you in paragraph (d) of the Aide wish to draw your attention to the statements °, 

against removal abroad; Memoire. We have already had occasion to which we made to the ministers president © 

advise you that in our opinion substantially 02 the 20th of July, the pertinent portions . 

the same provisions would result in ‘‘the of which were as follows: - 

Previous articles and announcements Laender being left without adequate inde- We wish you to appreciate that the 

in the Information Bulletin concerning pendent sources of revenue for the conduct of question of Land boundaries is one of great ~ 

| the formation of the West German their affairs.'‘ We would suggest, therefore, importance to us. We feel that the present . 

state include: severe changes in Articles 122a, 122b and 123 is an appropriate time to deal with it, and, 

- which would enable these articles more nearly © we are ready to do so. However, it would . 

' ea 0 138, June 20, ements to satisfy the principles of financial organi- be much more difficult for us to deal with | 

| plan Submitted for Federal Setup, Issue zation which we believe to be of primary it later on. It has, for example, reaction — 

No. 140, July 27, 1948 ‘ importance in a federal system. We suggest with regard to our own zonal boundaries. | 

Constit tic Maxi ' ‘ - that these be re-worded to read substantially We do not feel that we should be willing 

No. 145. Oct. 5 1948 onn, Issue as follows: | to deal with the subject again at a later . 
| Seven Basic. Points listed for West Article 122 a date prior to the conclusion of a peace — 

German Constitution, Issue No. 150 The federation shall have powers of exclusive treaty. . ; 

Dec. 14, 1948. ' (elon in vena and financial monopolies is Moreover the ng a Tand bound en 

: axes) and of priority legislation on important in relation to the constitutio 

Comers Designation interest NO weet the following taxes (concurrent taxes): itself. . We believe that we should 

Dec. 14, 1948 ’ safe 1. Excise taxes and taxes on transactions, recommend to our governments that the 

0 Bee : with the exception of taxes (Land taxes) with boundaries which were recognized during, 
, localized application, in particular the taxes (Continued on page 24) 
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Civil Service Reform Draws Varied Reactions teadymade, along... Go~how, take a 
break, For consolation’s sake we'll 

EFORM of the German civil ser- The Sueddeutsche Zeitung (Munich) tell you that the law in any case 

R vice* by MG order was the expressed its feelings about American would have had to look like the one 

basis for the principal German editor- action on the Civil Service Law in we constructed on the basis of our 

jal comment during the last week of three different ways: democratic experience going way 
February. German criticism was First, in a cartoon showing a back to the days of George Washing- 

pronounced about the way in which grinning, over-size figure, represent- ton, Nothing else would have been 

the new law was promulgated. ing the Military Governor, pointing approved by us anyway.'" 

Some newspapers, like Munich's ‘0 his briefcase, while tice be- Friedmann asked: “Why does 
eddeutsche Zeitung, directed their 4raggled German legislators with dun-  Qyyqus proceed like this? We Su ng, F 

attack against Military Government, ae caps on their heads were collaps- frankly admit that the Americans 
alleging the undermining of demo- 129 _around fe conference table. had plenty of reason for being im- 
cracy in Germany, but many others Caption: ne: when we finally 0k patient and dissatisfied with the lack 

turned their guns on German legis- it: he Coes with his patent solution, of good will and understanding on 

lators, accusing them of procra- Second, in a telegram which it sent the side of the Germans... The 
stination and of making, “senile 0 legging Soran Pee aa trouble, however, stéms from the 

| speeches," or calling them “hot-air and influential Americans on both fact that a cave-dweller takes time, 

| artists.” sides of the ocean,” saying: even with the best teacher, before 
The law itself was generally ap- “In recent months MG time and he Jeams to step confidently into the 

proved as a necessary step toward again has promulgated or oe express elevator of a skyscraper... 
democracy—breaking down the caste laws, like Lee aon. ee aaah “We are also ready to concede 

character of bureaucracy and clearly netontn, physicians residence ya x " that the laws issued by Military 
separating the executive and legis- lition of trade licensing, sagt Government impart valuable ideas 
lative branches. law, and ee aie ee which will further democracy... But we 

; consulting German parliamen| "wonder, whether it is wise to decline 
he pacln Neckar Zeitung Oe stitutions, Are you of the opinion participating in legislative councils 

berg) CUS te cl ee law that well-intentioned and per se with the pious statement that this is 
Wall shake up German officialdom valuable suggestions can be realized exclusively a German affair, and 

end perhaps have good results, com- in this form without undermining the afterwards to. | disapprove aeinetaie 

og authority of elected parliaments and ingly formulated German Jaws mad 

"The first reaction will be one of without damaging the democratization ,, reblaceo| Wemel by i resaeaae 
fright and astonishment... But this of Germany?” Hecruee ; 

will, as usual, be followed by calmer Third, in an editorial by Werner “Is there really no other method of 

consideration. The past years have Friedmann, who composed a speech building a democracy—an endeavor 

tought the Germans never to be too depicting Military Government aS i, Which the Americans in all Gadd 
Sure about anything. Perhapsit won't addressing German legislators in the altel Ske Gliateig et eatin st oee mes 
be so terrible if officials are a bit following manner: pride?... Could not, for instance, an 

shaken in their feelings of privilege “'Now don't you worry, you brave official spokesman of Military Gees 

and security... little sausages of different agen CRETE DREHCATts aiiCall i pariientere 

“The power of examinations and colors, with all your sheepskins an discussions? ... 
Seniority will be broken. The gulf titles... We have brought the law, “There are two ways of making 

between officials and mere employees laws: one is parliamentary and 

ee  Cbicteltany ‘ee This section is devoted to requires that any ner yor experts 
ee it ive politics ... Many translations prepared by the be heard. The oy is military and 
h 'y bitterly oppose every MG Scrutiny Board for the Inform- requires only a printing press, If one 

change in iti we it is i a, Be aa ye Ee ne ation Services Division, OMGUS, pips fs latter, ts is improper to 

hears wari ‘ o of editorials and reports in the epee (01 Cenoeae 
ae Hig voices and many feel German press, The publishing of The Mannheimer Morgen (Mannheim, 

| ee eh because German conditions these translations is intended to Wuerttemberg-Baden) vented its fury 1 in tend ¥ " Sins 
Pie cia temo falling back into portray what the Germans’ are against the German lawmakers and 
al ; writing und thinking, and not aga they ee satisfied 

. i ‘that the occupation powers once * See “Civil Service Law Issued for Bizone"’ necessarily to give any concur- a : y i 
i Information Bulletin, Tssue No. 156, Mareh 8, rence to their views and opinions. more took over a difficult job which 

. s {Continued on next page) 
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otherwise would have cost a lot of and their traditional honesty, but “Joy has disappeared from the city 

German brain and elbow grease.” It found some features of the American which once knew how to celebrate. 

continued: “That, of course, is not proposal superior to the German In its place there is sometimes a 

going to be admitted before the draft: cramped pride in its political role, 
voters, but we would have liked to ‘We welcome the fact that parlia- | which fits the Berliners badly, as it is 

see the pleased ‘smirks at Frank- mentary activity will be prohibited contrary to their nature, The fire in 

furt... The time allotted by the Mili- to the civil servant. We believe that the people went out... We discovered 

tary Governors was wasted with only an above-party administrative afew hiding places of what once was 

senile speeches.” body can serve the whole people, the life of a world city... | 

_ The Mittelbayerische Zeitung (Regens- 2nd we are rather inclined to go still “But on looking closer we found 

burg, Bavaria) said: “In Frankfurt further and to recommend a pro-_ that the people no longer have the 
Dr. Puender (Dr. Hermann Puender, hibition of any party-political activity ability of forgetting even for a 

chairman of the Bizonal Executive for public officials." moment how artificial and lost their 

Committee) expressed regret about *K *K *K : existence has become, A theater like 

the interference of the Allies in legis- The Sueddeutsche Zeitung (Munich) that in Steglitz, which made a name 
lative functions from the viewpoint Temembered Feb. 12 as the anniver- for itself in the last few years by its 

of a, strengthened democratic con- sary of Darwin and death of Kant, graceful elegance, has lost its snap; 
sciousness in Germany. And rightly but omitted Lincoln. * so that when the visitor applauded 

| so. But the vice president of the 7 K K *K after a dreary performance of ‘As You 

Economic Council, Dahrendorf, de- . Berlin Impressions verona eran ean 

clared he had seen it coming for . “That's no doubt your contribution 
months, because ‘certain circles in hall, * pavaria) pt Wblished impressions »° hon Berlin ‘Notopfer’ (emergency 
the Economic Council’ had con- o¢ Waldemar von Knoeringen, action). ” x i” 

tinuously delayed the work... Bavarian SPD chairman, on a visit — ° | 
“The Gordian knot had to be cut, to Berlin: * | | Germans Own Barometer | 

the coming West government had to —_ “Despite the airlift, which provides A cartoon in Frankenpost (Hof, 

be put before a faitaccompli, because the necessities in modest measure, Bavaria) showed two Bavarian politi- 
otherwise it might never have come _ jife jin Berlin is so hard that it can Clams in conversation with each other: 
to a real reform... The new legal only be endured by people inspired “It’s scandalous that Military Gov- 

order for the civil servants, which py a high ideal... (Yet) nowhere did ¢@mmment again wants to make us 
cannot be called revolutionary... J perceive defeatism or desperation [100k ridiculous: Very soon it will 
contains nothing that a truly demo- -ponly firm resolution to go on... issue a law dealing with land reform." 

cratic official who is not obsessed The question which interests Ber- “How do you know that?” ©. 
with political ambition could object Jiners most is whether the West | Well, isn't it self-evident—inasmuch 
to, especially as his pay is not thoroughly understands what they 2S we have been sabotaging land 

~ touched.” are fighting for and whether they can ‘eform for three years...!" . 

The Muenchener Merkur (Munich) count on unconditional support. * * *K 

thought it “entirely possible that “The women are the backbone of Molotov Plan : 
many American demands, even re- the Berlin resistance. The tempting The Abendpost (Frankfurt) com- 
garding the reform of civil service offers from the East Sector regarding mented: “The ERP (European Recovery 

in Germany, may be justified” . s but food and fuel, aimed principally at Program), with its clear aims, and its — 

not the one excluding state officials the women, make no_ recognizable well-planned economic super-structure 

from membership in parliament, impression a r have returned with over national economies, proved to — 

saying: the firm resolution to intensify my be a steadily growing source of at- 

“The official has the same con- @fforts to convince the Bavarian traction to the countries of the East 
stitutional rights as other citizens People that Berlin's fight is ours too.” pioc. .. The recent trade agreement 
and may easily feel himself a second- Erich Kuby reported in Sueddeutsche petween Great Britain and Poland 
class citizen if he is deprived of the Zeitung (Munich) on his impressions gave the Soviets a last warming to 
passive franchise. Besides, we are not of a recent visit to Berlin: bring such East-West trade rapproche- 

in any position to dispense with civil It is not hunger that has brought ments under control.... However, 
servants in parliaments, Due to social the city close to death... Kassack’s imo, Soviets will hardly be able to 

conditions in Germany we do not City Behind the River’ (an apo- throw such powerful means into the 
have that large group of economic- Calyptic fantasy by a contemporary  gcaje as the United States continues 
ally independent people who fill the German author) is ‘the city behind 4 go under the Marshall Plan....” 
parliaments in the United States and the air bridge.’ The machinery of a : * K x 
Great Britain." | city of millions of inhabitants is now A public opinion poll taken by the 

Winfried Martini in the Ober- more thoroughly destroyed than it Frankfurter Neue Presse established 
bayerisches Volksblatt (Rosenheim, was in 1946 after the worst war dam- former Minister President Karl Geiler 

Bavaria) broke an lance for the Ger- °?9°§ had been repaired... as top candidate in Hesse for the 

man system of professional officials * See US comment on opposite page. West German presidency. 
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PRESS and RADIO COMMENTS 5 {2S 

; Ce, % Berlin Collected by aspect to it: tons AG AS t0 
% Reports and Analysis Branch much left to clearaway;and tootittle 

Eee saturday, Reve Civil Affairs Division left on which to rebuildA bombed 
he visitor to Berlin quickly learns Department of the Army city, when first you see it, smashes 

T that theve is more to the city across the eye and mind with pole- 
than the four sectors under the se- each other. It is a place of endless ax impact. : 
parate military rule of America, depths and sub-levels, where new It is not only the scale of destruc- 

Russia, Britain and France, German forces are being shaped and_ tion, but the supreme abruptness of 

First of all, there is the Berlin that old forces re-grouped, a subterranean destruction that hits at you. A 

meets the eye. It is a strangely calm spawning ground for revolution and hundred earthquakes spilled from the 

and composed Berlin, a city of intrigue. sky out of the hands of men and a 

trudging old people with improvised This is the Berlin where the cold thousand years of the works of men, 

pushcarts that serve as moving vans. war has been gathering heat and mo- Put together piece by piece, are rip- 
‘It is a city of permanent transients mentum, Every once in a while, there ped open and their creators with 

who shift or try to shift from one wij} be brief eruptions breaking them. It is the minute asserting its 

section to another—wherever they through the apparent surface calm— sovereignty over the age itself, a 

can find food and coal. clashes or demonstrations or riots single swift scoop with the spoon 

It is a quiet city but a tired city, which are actually only the wisps of that empties the seas. 

where cars and people move slowly smoke above an impending volcano. But that is not all. The symbol of 

and even the low clouds seem clotted J] seek to control the volcano or at Berlin in the modern world is that 

and motionless. It is a city of small east to direct it. That it could set Of a grotesque normalcy. For actually 

vegetable patches carved out of the off a civil war no one denies. there is nothing abnormal or unique 

empty spaces between the ruins or out For, day by day, the sides are about Berlin. Most of the great cities 

of the gray dirt of vacant lots, and gaining in definition and shape among f Europe and Asia are now part of 
the people live in these patches in 44 Germans themselves. Despite the 4 great pattern of destruction—Lon- 

crude wooden huts and seal them- surface appearance of a dull, de- don and Coventry and Manchester 
selves in behind wooden barricades. tached city, the people have been and Birmingham and Southampton 

os Berlin—the remote, unhurried dividing themselves: the line separat- and Cherbourg and Calais and Madrid 
Berlin—is the core center of ing East from West has for the most and Barcelona and Rotterdam and 

world crisis. On the surface, at least, part been an open one, and the po- Warsaw and Milan and Turin and 
it seems curiously apart from its own litical and geographic entities of a Stalingrad and Leningrad and Kiev 
place in the world, as though it were civil war are being created. If-the and Frankfurt and Aachen and 
trying to disprove any connection with explosion comes—and almost any Cologne and Darmstadt and Mann- 
the world of motion and force—of incident could touch it off—it could heim and Munich and Stuttgart and 
which it is mainspring. There is very represent the focal point of world Hamburg and Shanghai and Nanking 
little surface evidence of the high- eruption, rather than that of Germany and Canton and Peking and Chung- 
voltage tensions that animate the alone. king and Hangchow and Tokyo 
outside world, or of the fierce This is nothing that is predictable, amd Yokohama end Hiroshima and 
uneasiness that threatens to produce in fact, its very unpredictability re- Nagasaki. 
a@ mass anxiety neurosis back in the  flects the principal danger. For a tre- N° THERE is nothing unique 
United States. mendous momentum has been build- about Berlin. The only unique- 

There is not thunder of daily ing up and is more important, more jess in the world is in the Western 
newspaper headlines, no newsstand menacing, than the deliberate moves fyomisphere; and you wonder whether 

Competition in bludgeoning black of Russia or America. It is a mo- the American people know just how 
eines, and when you read about mentum so great that it could trigger unique they are—that their cities 
ae aeolian edition of the ye) war quite outside eee calcu- are standing only because of the 
, ye ae Tribune, it is al- are or timing of the nations in- accident of history or the twist of 

ee Rat you were looking at volved... . fate that saw the V-2 developed at 
Ee in the mirror through the pen. there is the symbolic the end of the war instead of at the 

ng end of a telescope. Berlin—the Berlin that tells us beginning. 
py TEN there is the sub-surface Ber- more about twentieth century civili- You wender whether this uniqueness 

lin, It is a Berlin of plot and zation than we may care to know. It holds any special meaning to Ame- 

counter-plot, a place where giant op- is not a city but the charred skeleton icans, whether they are able to 
Posing swords are stretching towards of a city, hollowed out and jagged, see the world whole and understand 

each other and are beginning to feel yet with a massive and permanent (Continued on next page) 
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what has happened to the larger persons than can be supplied through city not to fraternize with Russians... 

city of man in our time, or whether ad hoc enlistment and the regular It was both timely and very much in 

they are accepting their good for- establishments. The need is for a order for our American commander in 

tunes as having no particular signifi- streamlined method of classifying the German capital to remind those of 
cance or consequence, You. wonder and continuing the services, of his men who might have forgotten it 

_ whether people will or can put every- qualified persons already in the field that, as long as ... airmen continue 

thing else aside in order to throw’ as well as recruiting new blood. to risk their lives in the face of bad 

all their energies and resources into A case in point is the American weather, darkness, fatigue and Soviet 

the one big effort, however much of civilian employees in Germany. threats against their flying, just so 

a gamble it may seem, to build a Under Army administration, few of long does a state of anything but 
common government with as many these employees have civil service friendliness exist between Americans 
nations as can be persuaded to make status, When relations pass to the and Russians in Berlin. 

the effort. State Department, and the Germans Los Angeles Times: Americans, mind- 

Even if all peoples will not sub- themselves assume authority, there fy] that 17 of their countrymen already 
scribe immediately, it will be im- will be less need for American have lost their lives in the Soviet- 

portant for America, finally though civilians, The nature of their jobs provoked air lift, will applaud Col. 

belatedly, to take moral leadership is temporary, and it is right that Frank L. Howley'’s orders forbidding 

on the grand scale in making the many of them return to their former further fraternization of U.S. personnel 

commitment herself. For the basic pursuits when the need is over. with Russians in Berlin. It is a soldier's 

need is not only political and military; But at least some of these workers gesture that the Russians will under- 

it is the need to redefine human are specialists—in food, transport and  sgstand.... | 

purpose and to restore some sense the like. It would be uneconomical Indianapolis Star: Col. Frank L. 
_of vital direction to human destiny. for the government to lose their Howley has one of the toughest, 

yo wonder, too, as you walk their qualifications crops. up cise. ara . ne yee enon wamental 
through Berlin, what it will feel h At the least. thei Se oo m pos ; 1 

like to walk again through the ~ 4.” east, Meir services patience and stamina ... Thus, Col. 
streets of New York or Philadelphia ought to be sept on ae. . Howley's angry order to American 
or Chicago, Will the cities at home Under the Foreign Service Act of personnel, including civilians, to 

| oe 1946, the Foreign Service Reserve cease all fraternization with the 

seem like temporary outposts, nike was constituted to provide a pool of Russians is understandable. Never- 
the stage setting for an illusion? specialized talent for overseas jobs. theless, the order is not in our best 
Will they show outwardly how weak So far the operations of the reserve interests, It plays the iron-curtain 

_ are the foundations on which they are on a very small’scale, and most game... There is nothing the Kremlin 
and our times are built? Or will you oF the American employees abroad fears more than elbow rubbing be- 
get over the feeling of a false reality are not included. What is called for, tween its nationals and the people of : 
and merge yourself with it, allowing in our opinion, is an expansion in the West. American leaders in Berlin . 
what you had seen in Europe to slip scone of the Foreign Service Reserve and other areas of contact with — 
away from you? Will you become to “enlist the services of qualified Russians should encourage fraterniz-— 
walled in by the general feeling employees now abroad for future ation, not outlaw it. o 
of ageauacy, self-satisfaction and foreign undertakings. . . | 

| As I say you wonder about all This would be merely a clearing- | 

this and are almost afraid to return nouse eevice that would not Pre” Street Cars Returned | 

home and learn the answers. clude administrative independence of Thirty-four Itali t treet cars 
: agencies such as now prevails in Y atian motor siree 

* KOK ECA, But it would facilitate uniform 404 trailers taken by permeny ee . 
classification and an up-to-date list duress from Italian cities uring © 

Overseas Employ ces of available talent beyond the stricter war are being restituted to Italy from 
Washington Post: It should be ap- requirements of the Foreign Service Munich. . 

parent that the United States is proper. Although standardized train- The vehicles were part of more than | 
going to need many trained ad- ing probably would not be feasible, 100 street cars, trailers and miscel-— 

' ministrators abroad for some years to this procedure would afford an Janeous street railway equipment 
come, Supervision of the Marshall orderly way of recruiting the caliber taken from Rome, Mi'an and Turn. 

Plan, Military Government (which of administrators needed to uphold Withdrawal of the vehicles, which 
we hope .soon will be turned over American prestige abroad. were operated by the Mun‘ch com: 
to the State Department where it Kok x pany, should not disrupt street cal 
belongs), the foreign information and . . schedules, since German authorities 

education program, implementation Fraternization _ had been informed since May 1946 
of Point Four of the President's in- Boise (Ida.) Statesman: We're all for that the cars would be returned. 
augural address—these and other the American commander of our oc- Military Government pointed out 
projects probably will set up a well- cupation forces in Berlin who has just that the city of Munich is now 

nigh permanent demand for more _ ordered his men in. that beleaguered purchasing new equipment. 
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(Continued from page 2) Russian rule in eastern Germany that throws light on the importance given | 
Occupational Activities the KPD recently announced it was to music. Hindemith revealed many 

. severing its ties with the SED (Com- interesting facets of the musical 
been reported by OMG Hesse. Since nistic Social Unity Party) by with- activities of the USA and the highly 
it's outbreak in July, the dreaded drawing those of its members who interested audience, which over- animal disease has infected about ore serving on the executive com- filled the hall, thanked him most 
240,000 head of livestock and killed mittee of that Soviet-sponsored party. warmly.” | 
more than 2,000. The number affected _ 8 The French-li ed Kuri id 
during the past month has dropped Dr, Baumgartner's organization, the eT Tencariicens ur ier Sal to 25,000. Bavaria Party, which is based on the Our desire for news from outside 

principle of ‘Bavaria for the Bava- is twice as great because the material .. 
Export Procedure Amended—An ooo ow Gg likely to play in the future and cultural blockade comes so close 
amendment to JEIA Instruction No, 1 federal parliament of western Ger- on the heels of that earlier one, for 
(new export procedure) provides that many very much the role that the which we had the Third Reich to approval by the main office of JEIA Irish Nationalists used to carry out in thank; actually, in our consciousness 
will be required of all contracts for the Parliament of the United King- they almost overlap. Paul Hindemith, exports to countries other than (1) dom at Westminster. who escaped from that earlier 
member nations of the OEEC and ; tv. the Eco. Dlockade, returned for a visit to their monetary areas; (2) countries of Another Bavarian Party: me Berlin under the new one for a few the sterling area, and (3) the US, Ca- nomic Reconstruction Party (WAV), days (Hindemith) has a sense of nada and Newfoundland. is also little likely to participate in pro ortio which belong ' os 

| any government coalition. It has been Operon which belongs to a musi- | Ruhr Airport Selected—The town of on the downgrade through internal cian, and which is, furthermore, the 
Lohausen was selected as the site for dissensions, but its fortunes may now. best gift that we can accept from a a new airport to serve the Ruhr area, take a turn upwards since its leader, guest from outside’. 

a British announcement stated. Or- Alfred Loritz, returned to the political INALLY, this encomium from the 
ders have been iver for work fo arena in November, having already -T British-litensed Der Taq: “It is - 
proceed so that operation of the air- served the sentence that a Bavarian ; -s o* 

t may begin about April 1. _ not only his teaching or his com- POF court imposed on him for being @  jogsition, but above all, Paul Hinde- ee fugitive from justice. Loritz is a col- mith as a man, that is important— 

orful leader with great ability as 4 this man of lightning-quick reaction, (Continued from p “ee °) dynamic. public orator. This small  fleyiple, overflowing with vitality, Political Picture party, however, has never displayed setting everything into motion... 
consistently voted with the CDU/CSU any aptitude for making compromises tyi intellectual and human superior- 
at Bonn. which are essential if it is to be taken ity are best illustrated by two 

It is difficult to envisage either the  ™t0 a coalition. characteristics—fairness and humor.” _ 
Communist Party (KPD) or the Bavaria In addition there are many” small The Goebbels propaganda machine Party as partners in any coalition parties which can make little, il any, spent many words in drumming into 

' government. Both are by the nature contribution to a federal organization. the German people the idea that the 
of things opposition parties. Both For example, in the state of Wuerttem- cultural level of Americans, especially 
parties have already gone on record _berg-Baden alone, 14 parties are of- in the field of music in which Ger- as being against any constitution that ficially recognized. But the ‘Majority many was supposed to be supreme, was 
May emerge from Bonn, sight unseen. of these are licensed only in a few a few feet below sea-level. The Rus- _ 

The KPD of course can hardly be othe. a nt n * ony one, ane sians often take up a similar cry regarded as a German party at all, “0% e most part are al ” END that America. is only materialistic. since it receives its orders and di- Pred: Many intellectual Germans are still ' Tectives from Moscow. Its leaders ~ inclined to believe both views and _ from the able and handsome Max to regard the United States in a Reimann on down are merely puppets (Continued from page 12) rather patronizing light as far as the who move hither and thither as the ° ‘th arts are concerned, 
Wites are manipulated from the Hindemit Paul Hindemith's contribution to Kremlin. European tendency toward intensity the reorientation program has been This is evidently the feeling of the Of expression, to chip off some of the enamel of Mass of the German voters, for in all “The increase during the last national self-complacency. He has the county and municipal elections twenty years from 10 noteworthy presented accurate information which 
held in the states of western Ger- Symphonic orchestras to almost through the force and integrity of 

_ Many in 1948, the KPD has suffered 309 today is an indication of the his person, has been believed, and 
heavy losses @s compared with its musical interest that exists in has contributed ideas toward raising | _ poll in previous elections. It was prob- America. And the large number of the standards of music and musical _ ably in the hope of disassociating students who participate in music education and fostering greater self- 

| the party from the unpopularity of work in the universities there also criticism. _ +END 
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Regulations, Directives, Publications, Documents egulations, Directives, > S 
Monthly Military Government Report, OMG Sec XIV—Lack of Personnel Records Delay- Weekly Review of Editorial Comment, No. 38, 

Wuerttemberg-Baden, January 1949. ing Processing for Return to ZI. — OMGUS PIO (Frankfurt), 25 Feb. 1949. | 
Monthly MG Report, OMG Hiesse, January Die Neue Zeitung, Vol. 5, No. 20, ISD News of Germany, Vol. 4, No. 91, ISD 

1949, OMGUS, 17 Feb. 1949. OMGUS, 26 Feb. 1949. 

Monthly OMG Report, No. 49-1, OMG Berlin Legal Gazette (Oeffentlicher Anzeiger) of Trieste, Troop I&E Bulletin, Vol. 4, No. 9,- 
Sector, January 1949. the Combined Economic Area, Issued No.12  TI&E EUCOM, 27 Feb. 1949. 

US Army Continental Allied Menu, AG of 12 February 1949 BICO/GL (49) 41, Joint General License No. 15, Issued Pursuant to 
430.2 CQM-AGO, Hq EUCOM, 3 Feb. 1949. Secretariat BiCO 17 Feb. 1949. ‘ Military Government Law No. 52, “Blocking 

Fiscal Accounting for Appropriated and Ger- Die Neue Zeitun Vol. 5. No. 22, ISD and Control of Property,’' as Amended, Also‘ 
man Funds, AG 123 BFD-AGO, Hq EUCOM, OMGUS. 22 Feb 1e19 cos se Known as General License No. 9 Issued Purs-. 
7 Feb. 1949. ‘ © . uant to Military Government Law No. 353, 

Security Classification of Signal Corps Germans Consider the Withdrawal of the "Foreign Exchange Control," AG 010.6 (FA), 

Equipment, AG 413.44 SIG-AGO, 7 Feb. 1949. Occupying Powers, Report No. 160, ISD Oyqqus, 28 Feb. 1949. Corrects German trans- 
TDY Travel Within All Occupied Zones of OMGUS, 23 Feb. 1949. lation. 

Germany and Austria, AG 300.4 AGP-AGO, Revision of German Translation of Order Petitions by the Public Prosecutor: MG Law 
Hq EUCOM, 8 Feb. 1949. No.1 Pursuant to Article IIf (5) of Military No. 59 (Restitution of Identifiable Property), 
EUCOM Publication Depot Bulletin, No.7, | Government Proclamation No.7, *'Bizonal Eco- = AG 010.6 (PD), OMGUS, 28 Feb. 1949. 

Hq EUCOM, 16 Feb. 1949. Covers Feb. 7 to 11. nomic Administration,”” AG 010.6 (LD), OMGUS German Economic Press Review, No. 163, 
Weekly Directive No.6, HqEUCOM, 11 Feb. 73 Feb. 1949. Revises German text. OEA CCG(BE), 1 March 1949. 

1949, Lists following: Military Government Law No. 15, ‘’Bizonal — News of Germany, Vol. 4, No. 92, ISD 

Sec I—Morning Report Entry - Reenlistment. Public Servants." AG 010 (LD), OMGUS, OMGUS, 1 March 1949. | 
Sec III—Waiver of Maximum Age for Ap- 23 Feb. 1949. See ‘Civil Service Law Issued Adherence to SOP for Sending German 

pointment as Second Lieutenant, Regular Army. for Bizone’’ in Information Bulletin, Issue Experts to the United States, AG 231.2 (CO),- 
Sec V—Awards for EUCOM Small Arms Com- No. 156, March 8. OMGUS, 2 March 1949. : 

petition. | Some German Opinions on Occupation Costs, News of Germany, Vol. 4, No. 93, ISD OMGUS, | 
Sec VI—Signal Corps Training Films. Lists Report No. 161, ISD OMGUS, 24 Feb. 1949. 3 March 1949. 

“Preamble to Peace,’’ ‘‘Motor Vehicle Driver- News of Germany, Vol. 4, No. 90, ISD German Economic Press Review, No. 164, 

Hand Signals’’ and ‘'Prisoner of War for In- OMGUS, 24 Feb. 1949. OEA CCG(BE), 4 March 1949. 
telligence."’ Weekly Newspaper Analysis, No. 161, ISD Weekly Newspaper Analysis, No. 162, ISD- 

Sec VII—Course of Instruction in Property OMGUS, 25 Feb. 1949. OMGUS, 4 March 1949. 
Accounting. . News of Germany, Vol. 4, No. 94, ISD OMGUS, 

Sec VIII—Command Publications. 5 March 1949. 
Sec IX—Military Intelligence and Language . a. . . Semi-Monthly Military Government Report, 

Course, EUCOM Intelligence School. Copies of Instructions listed in No. 108, PIO OMGUS, 5 March 1949. Covers! 
Sec X—Restoration of Former Grade of Lieu- . * Period ended Feb. 28. 

tenant Colonel under Grade Adjustment Pro- the Information Bulletin may be International Control of Atomic Energy, - 
gram. obtained by writing directly to Troop I&E Bulletin, Vol. 4 No. 10, TI&E: 

Sec XI—Reenlistment Leave Taken in Other . . EUCOM, 6 March 1949. o 
than the Zone of Interior. the originating headquarters. Information Bulletin, No. 156, CO OMGUS, ‘ 

Sec XII—EUCOM Multiple Addressee Letters. 8 March 1949. . - 

Excerpts Taken from Official Instructio 
Misuse of Army Postal Service zonal level, under the Law for Liberation necessary to defray the cost of supervising 

Article I from Eatonal Socialism and Militarism pen- the administration and pustodianship oa this © 
cam “gs : ding final outcome of denazification pro- category of property. The fees of custodians 

uae a'states See eects cary ulathons iesue _ ceedings against such owners has previously will continue to be paid from the respec- 

by the United States Department of the Army been borne entirely by the state govern- tive properties under custody in accordance 
or by Headquarters, European Command, to ments. with the existing practice. 

use the United States Army Postal Service The state governments are hereby author- In cases where all of the property of the 
are prohibited from using such Postal Service ized to charge fees to cover the cost of accused is not confiscated, a proportionate. 
and from depositing or causing to be depos- supervision by the German property control share of the fees charged against said prop-. 
ited in any United States Army Post Office agencies at state and zonal level of property erty shall be returned to the accused, in’ 
any communication, paper, document, or under control which is owned by persons direct ratio to the property said accused is | 
other article; provided, however, that nothing categorized preliminarily or otherwise as permitted to retain. 4 
contained herein shall prohibit any person Class I or Class II Offenders in proceedings This statement of Military Government — 
from so depositing any communication, paper, quder the Law for Liberation from National policy should be brought to the attention of | 
document, or other article for any authorized Socialism and Militarism. the German state government so that it may~ 
person. . In the enactment of such legislation it shall enact appropriate legislation if it so desires. 

Article i be provided that the fees charged and col- — From OMGUS letter AG 122.1 (PD)., 
t. Any person who violates the provisions lected shall not be more in amount than is Feb. 23. 

of this Ordinance or of any regulation or z 
authorization issued thereunder, or who at- ern A NR ne er errant SE 
tempts to violate or participates in the vio- . 

ation of ony sud shall, upon ipeenve eae (Continued from page 18) in Berlin designating a penal number of” 
liable to imprisonment not exceeding one e ° representatives to attend the meetings of the 
year or to B fine not exceeding Dt 5,000 Bonn Couneil Advised parliament. . 
or both. , , , peg gs Electoral Law : 

2, Juristic persons shall, upon conviction, the drafting of this constitution should We have reached the conclusion that the © 
be liable to the fine set forth in paragraph 1 treaty onchanged, at least until a peace Electoral Law which has been drafted by. 
of this Article, and the responsible officers, Bg , ; the Parliamentary Council cannot be attached - 
agents, employees or representatives of such Our position today is the same as it was to the Basic Law and that the provision of | 
persons shall be subject to all of the at that time and we feel we must now Article 145 cannot therefore apply. We | 
penalties therein set forth. advise you that _unless" we unanimously consider, however, that the Parliamentary | 

Article ITT agree to change this position it must remain Council should determine the number of | 
This Ordinance is applicable within the °° a -he peace treaty. In this case also deputies to the Volkstag (lower house) and. 

' States of Bavaria, Wuerttemberg-Baden, Hesse we will remind you of this decision at the the allocation of those deputies to each . 
and Bremen and within the US Sector of time formal action is taken with regard to Land (state). 

Berlin. It shall become effective cn March 14, the Constitution as a whole. We propose to tell the ministers president 
1388. —- MG Ordinance No. 35 from OMGUS 10. Finally, my colleagues and I would that they are to take appropriate steps to 
etter. AG 010.6 (LD), March 8. like you to know that we understand the prepare the necessary legislation in each 

p ty cy t LE solicitude which the Parliamentary Council Landtag (state legislature), and that they are 
roperty Control Frees __ has shown for Berlin. However, in view free to use the draft Electoral Law prepared 

The cost of supervising the administra- of the existing situation, that portion of by the Parliamentary Council as a_ basis 
tion of the properties of persons categorized Article 22 which refers to Berlin must be for the preparation of a model law to be 
as Class I or Class II offenders, by the Ger- suspended. Nevertheless, there would be submitted to the Landtags (legislatures) of 
man offices of property control at state and no objection to the responsible authorities the individual Laender (states) for enactment. 
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